2009年世界南島研究碩、博士生短期出國研修補助案
曾薇霖研究成果

一、印尼日惹藝術大學碩士班簡介
印尼藝術大學坐落於印度尼西亞擁有上千年的歷史古城-日惹，由西元 1950
設立之 ASRI 藝術學院、西元 1952 年設立之 AMI 音樂學院及西元 1961 年設立
之 ASTI 舞蹈學院三所學院於西元 1984 年 7 月 23 日合併而成立，目前設有 3 所
學院與 11 個學系，為印尼最大及歷史最優久之藝術院校。目前設有視覺藝術，
表演藝術及富有傳統的印尼文化和現代國際風格之媒體藝術課程。目前約有兩千
名學子。為目前印尼最具規模及領導性之藝術學府。印尼藝術大學鄰近日惹哈孟
庫部瓦納(Hamangku buwono)宮廷，此處目前為日惹特別行政區之政治中心，同
時也是文化、藝術的保存與傳承中心，宮廷中眾多樂師與舞蹈家皆於印尼藝術大
學任教。
日惹印尼藝術大學碩博士班(Program Pascasarjana, ISI Yogyakarta，簡稱
PASCA)，位於 Jl. Suryodiningratan no. 8 (請參照圖 1 之地圖)，距離哈孟庫部瓦納
宮廷僅約一公里，校區佔地約一萬平方公尺，校園腹地雖不大但機能完備，目前
擁有一座多功能學生活動中心、圖書館、課室與供學生使用之研究小間、舞蹈與
戲劇練習室以及甘美朗練習室等等。現任所長為 Prof. Dr. Dwi Marianto, MFA，
副所長為 Dr. Djohan Salim, Msi 與 Dra Budi Astuti 共同輔助處理行政與學生事
宜。日惹印尼藝術大學之碩博士班並不以學生專業領域分組，而是依照學生之研
究性質，分為 Penciptaan(創作組)與 Pengkajian(理論組)兩大類，在課程上以共同
科目居多，並依照領域之不同增設選修課程與安排適合之主修指導教授。

圖 1：左─國立日惹印尼藝術大學碩博士班校區示意圖
右─國立印尼日惹藝術大學校徽
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二、課程介紹與上課情形
筆者於一年的交換學生課程中，共修習十二學分五堂課，但修習之課程與原
提出之申請計畫略有不同，原因為筆者的課程為碩士班所長 Prof. Dwi Marianto
安排，他在考量筆者之原有學習背景與語言程度上的問題後，將筆者所選修的課
程調整為：
Semester I
Eksprolasi punyi(音聲探討，2 學分)
Antropologi Seni(藝術人類學，2 學分)
Penciptaan Seni(創作組主修，4 學分)
Semester II
Teori kebudayaan(文化理論，2 學分)
Pengkajian Seni(理論組主修，4 學分)
以上共計 14 學分，符合碩士班規定之 12 學分要求
在第一學期的三門課程中，除了藝術人類學為理論課程外，另兩門較偏向以演奏
和創作為主。首先是藝術人類學之課程，授課教師為 Prof. Dr. Y. Sumandiyo Hadi,
SU，在授課內容上主要是以人類學的基礎理論為主，如 Franz Boas 和 Bronisław
Malinowski 的民族誌書寫與文化理論，Immanuel Kant 的批判理論，Edward
Burnett Tylor 的文化進化論，James George Frazer 的神話學與宗教學理論等等。
音聲探討是專為音樂主修的碩士生所開設的課程，授課教師為 Prof. Krishina
和 Prof. Tanto，課程內容主要為藉由討論和特定主題的發想，探討任何聲音(器樂
與非器樂)相互組合的可能性。例如以某首詩歌為主題，以某個情境為主題等等。
但也並非隨心所欲的發聲，在課堂中所有的人都被要求必須對自己將要(或已經)
發出或演奏的聲音做出合理的解釋，在此門課程中同時也安排了許多校外參訪與
演出的行程，對於筆者來說是在研究所生涯中少有的“理論與實踐並行”之體驗。
創作組主修對於筆者而言又是在研究所中不曾體驗過的課程，授課教師為
Prof. Kmt Trustho Purwodipuro，他本身為印尼藝術大學卡拉維坦(karawitan)系之
系主任，同時也在宮廷但任樂師領導一職。在一學期的課程中必須創作一首樂曲
並於期末舉辦音樂會發表之，由於筆者本身學習中國音樂，因此被要求嘗試以中
國音樂結合爪哇甘美朗創作樂曲，對筆者而言也是一項全新的挑戰，因筆者雖參
與過甘美朗的演出，但對於樂曲創作上卻是一竅不通，因此筆者從第一學期開始
參與學校的甘美朗團練，並單獨學習 gendar 及 bonang 等樂器，在期末時嘗試以
台灣傳統童謠《西北雨》為素材，編寫一首中國笛與甘美朗樂團之合奏曲。
文化理論之授課教師為 Dr. I Wayan Dana, SST, MHum，他本身是巴里島人，
因此在課堂中他經常以巴里島的各種文化現象來印證學者們提出的理論，並要求
學生們也能利用這些理論來闡釋自身所擁有的文化經驗。在一學期的課程中主要
以李維史陀（Claude Levi-Strauss）之結構主義、後結構主義，以及後現代與後
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殖民主義為主。
理論組主修在音樂專業的部份是由印尼藝術大學表演藝術學院院長 Prof. Dr.
T. Bramantyo PS, MmusEd 所指導，授課內容主要為音樂學與民族音樂學理論之
探討，並著重於“Intercultural musicology”之研究方式。由於目前學界中的學科分
野已經不再像 19~20 世紀那樣分明，講求的是跨學科與跨領域之整合研究，對於
音樂的領域而言，也早早就脫離了樂曲分析和音樂文化研究的範疇。民族音樂學
本身雖然已屬於一種跨學科的綜合研究方法，但是目前許多的研究成果均顯示，
音樂及其文化本身的立場已由早先的“結果”轉變為“原因”，也就是說不再總是問
“為何？”而是“然後？”將研究的範疇轉變為一種開放式的狀態了。
除了碩士班的課程學習外，筆者也在大學部各個系所參與不同的演出，這些
演出包括了創新皮影戲(wayang ukur)1、甘美朗(gamelan)、舞蹈(tari)、民族音樂
(ethnic music)、管絃樂團等等，而筆者也很榮幸能將自己學習的中國音樂分享給
這些藝術家們，在這些演出中筆者對於爪哇傳統文化與其創新都有相當深刻的體
驗，也讓筆者見證文化之城日惹實為名不虛傳，而藝術就存在於日惹人民的日常
生活中密不可分。
三、課堂報告與相關成績
筆者在印尼藝術大學修課期間的課堂報告均以英文撰寫，筆者均有徵得授課
教師之同意與諒解，雖然筆者可以以印尼文對話與簡單的寫作，但在學術報告的
撰寫上，語言程度仍然是不足的，在此先行解釋。另外演奏組主修與音聲探討之
期末報告由於為演奏形式，報告內容附於 DVD 中。
藝術人類學之課堂報告與期末報告
課堂報告一
ISI Yogyakarta S2
Project: Anthropology seni
Professor: Dr. Y. Sumaniyo Hadi
Student: Tseng, Wei-Lin 092 0305 411
Date: 08/10/09

Here I try to talking about three of anthropologist’s theory: H. Spencer, E.B.Tylor
and Jame G. Frazer. First, the Spencer developed an all-embracing conception of
evolution as the progressive development of the physical world, biological organisms,
the human mind, and human culture and societies. As a polymath, he contributed to a
1

Wayang ukur 是皮影戲的一種，由 Ki Sigit Sukasman 先生所創作，它保有了爪哇傳統皮影戲的
特點，但加入了許多新元素。“ukur”有測量、評測之意，表明了這是一種持續創新中的劇種。此
種皮影戲最大的特色是由兩位 dalang(操偶師)分別於幕的兩側演出(通常只有一側)，配合豐富的
燈光效果，十分引人入勝，猶如台灣的霹靂布袋戲一般。
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wide range of subjects, including ethics, religion, economics, politics, philosophy,
biology, sociology, and psychology.
The basis for Spencer's appeal to many of his generation was that he appeared to
offer a ready-made system of belief which could substitute for conventional religious
faith at a time when orthodox creeds were crumbling under the advances of modern
science. Spencer's philosophical system seemed to demonstrate that it was possible to
believe in the ultimate perfection of humanity on the basis of advanced scientific
conceptions such as the first law of thermodynamics and biological evolution.
In essence Spencer's philosophical vision was formed by a combination of deism
and positivism. On the one hand, he had imbibed something of eighteenth century
deism from his father and other members of the Derby Philosophical Society and
from books like George Combe's immensely popular The Constitution of Man (1828).
This treated the world as a cosmos of benevolent design, and the laws of nature as the
decrees of a 'Being transcendentally kind.' Natural laws were thus the statutes of a
well governed universe that had been decreed by the Creator with the intention of
promoting human happiness. Although Spencer lost his Christian faith as a teenager
and later rejected any 'anthropomorphic' conception of the Deity, he nonetheless held
fast to this conception at an almost sub-conscious level. At the same time, however, he
owed far more than he would ever acknowledge to positivism, in particular in its
conception of a philosophical system as the unification of the various branches of
scientific knowledge. He also followed positivism in his insistence that it was only
possible to have genuine knowledge of phenomena and hence that it was idle to
speculate about the nature of the ultimate reality. The tension between positivism and
his residual deism ran through the entire System of Synthetic Philosophy.
Spencer followed Comte in aiming for the unification of scientific truth; it was in
this sense that his philosophy aimed to be 'synthetic.' Like Comte, he was committed
to the universality of natural law, the idea that the laws of nature applied without
exception, to the organic realm as much as to the inorganic, and to the human mind as
much as to the rest of creation. The first objective of the Synthetic Philosophy was
thus to demonstrate that there were no exceptions to being able to discover scientific
explanations, in the form of natural laws, of all the phenomena of the universe.
Spencer’s volumes on biology, psychology, and sociology were all intended to
demonstrate the existence of natural laws in these specific disciplines. Even in his
writings on ethics, he held that it was possible to discover ‘laws’ of morality that had
the status of laws of nature while still having normative content, a conception which
can be traced to Combe’s Constitution of Man.
The second objective of the Synthetic Philosophy was to show that these same laws
led inexorably to progress. In contrast to Comte, who stressed only the unity of
4
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scientific method, Spencer sought the unification of scientific knowledge in the form
of the reduction of all natural laws to one fundamental law, the law of evolution. In
this respect, he followed the model laid down by the Edinburgh publisher Robert
Chambers in his anonymous Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation (1844).
Although often dismissed as a lightweight forerunner of Charles Darwin’s The Origin
of Species, Chambers’ book was in reality a programme for the unification of science
which aimed to show that Laplace’s nebular hypothesis for the origin of the solar
system and Lamarck’s theory of species transformation were both instances (in
Lewes' phrase) of 'one magnificent generalization of progressive development.'
Chambers was associated with Chapman’s salon and his work served as the
unacknowledged template for the Synthetic Philosophy.
Tylor’s first publication was a result of his 1856 trip to Mexico with Christy. The
notes Tylor took on the beliefs and practices of the people he encountered, allowed
him to publish Anahuac: Or Mexico and the Mexicans, Ancient and Modern (1861)
upon his return to England. While never traveling again Tylor continued to study the
customs and beliefs of tribal communities, both existing and prehistoric (based on
archaeological finds) and published his second work, Researches into the Early
History of Mankind and the Development of Civilization, in 1865. Following this
came his most influential work, Primitive Culture (1871). Despite continuing to work
and write all the way up to the beginnings of World War I, Primitive Culture remained
the pinnacle of Tylor's career, important not only for its thorough study of human
civilization and contributions to the emergent field of anthropology, but for its
undeniable influence on a handful of young scholars, such as J. G. Frazer, who were to
become Tylor's disciples and contribute greatly to the scientific study of anthropology
in later years.
In 1871 Tylor was elected Fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1875 received the
honorary degree of Doctor of Civil Laws from the University of Oxford. He was
appointed Keeper of the University Museum at Oxford in 1883, and, as well as
serving as a lecturer, held the title of the first “Reader in Anthropology” from
1884-1895. In 1896 he became the first Professor of Anthropology at Oxford and he
was knighted in 1912.
Tylor’s ideology is best described in his most famous work, the two-volume
Primitive Culture. The first volume, The Origins of Culture, deals with various
aspects of ethnography including social evolution, linguistics, and myth. The second
volume, titled Religion in Primitive Culture, deals mainly with his interpretation of
animism.
On the first page of Primitive Culture, Tylor provides an all-inclusive definition
which is one of his most widely recognized contributions to anthropology: “Culture,
5
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or civilization, taken in its broad, ethnographic sense, is that complex whole which
includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and
habits acquired by man as a member of society.”
Unlike many of his predecessors and contemporaries, Tylor asserted that the human
mind and its capabilities are the same globally, irrespective of a particular society’s
stage in social evolution. This essentially means that a hunter-gatherer society would
possess the same amount of intelligence as an advanced industrial society. The
difference, Tylor asserts, is education, that knowledge and methodology that takes
thousands of years to acquire. This is why Tylor often likens primitive cultures to
“children”, and why he constantly sees culture and the mind of humans as progressive.
Part of the reason he wrote it was to refute the theory of degeneration that was popular
at the time. At the end of Primitive Culture, Tylor asserts that “The science of culture
is essentially a reformers' science.”
Another term ascribed to Tylor was his theory of “survivals.” Tylor asserted that
when a society evolves, certain customs are retained that are unnecessary in the new
society, like outworn and useless “baggage”. His definition of survivals are “processes,
customs, and opinions, and so forth, which have been carried on by force of habit into
a new state of society different from that in which they had their original home, and
they thus remain as proofs and examples of an older condition of culture out of which
a newer has been evolved.” This can include outdated practices, such as the
phenomenon of European bloodletting, which lasted long after the medical practices
on which it was based had faded from use and been replaced by more modern
techniques. Despite much criticism about his survivals (critics argued that he
identified the term but provided an insufficient reason as to why survivals actually
survive), his originality in coining the term is still acknowledged.
James George Frazer was a Scottish social anthropologist influential in the early
stages of the modern studies of mythology and comparative religion. Born in Glasgow,
Frazer attended school at Springfield Academy and Larchfield Academy in
Helensburgh. He studied at the University of Glasgow and Trinity College,
Cambridge, where he graduated with honors in Classics (his dissertation would be
published years later as The Growth of Plato's Ideal Theory) and remained a Classics
Fellow all his life. He went on from Trinity to study law at the Middle Temple and yet
never practised. He was four times elected to Trinity's Title Alpha Fellowship, and
was associated with the college for most of his life, except for a year, 1907-1908,
spent at the University of Liverpool. He was knighted in 1914. He was, if not blind,
then severely visually impaired from 1930 on. He and his wife, Lily, died within a few
hours of each other. They are buried at the Ascension Parish Burial Ground in
Cambridge, England.
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The study of myth and religion became his areas of expertise. Except for Italy and
Greece, Frazer was not widely traveled. His prime sources of data were ancient
histories and questionnaires mailed to missionaries and Imperial officials all over the
globe. Frazer's interest in social anthropology was aroused by reading E. B. Tylor's
Primitive Culture (1871) and encouraged by his friend, the biblical scholar William
Robertson Smith, who was linking the Old Testament with early Hebrew folklore.
Frazer was far from being the first to study religions dispassionately, as a cultural
phenomenon rather than from within theology. He was, though, the first to detail the
relations between myths and rituals. His theories of tokenism were superseded by
Claude Lévi-Strauss and his vision of the annual sacrifice of the Year King has not
been borne out by field studies. His generation's choice of Darwinian evolution as a
social paradigm, interpreted by Frazer as three rising stages of human progress -magic giving rise to religion, then culminating in science -- has not proved valid.[4]
Yet The Golden Bough, his study of ancient cults, rites, and myths, including their
parallels with early Christianity, arguably his greatest work, is still rifled by modern
mythographers for its detailed information. The work's influence spilled well over the
conventional bounds of academia, however; the symbolic cycle of life, death and
rebirth which Frazer divined behind myths of all pedigrees captivated a whole
generation of artists and poets. Perhaps the most notable product of this fascination is
T. S. Eliot's poem The Waste Land (1922). More recently it was an influence on the
ending of Francis Ford Coppola's film Apocalypse Now (a copy of The Golden Bough
figures in one of the final shots).
The first edition, in two volumes, was published in 1890. The third edition was
finished in 1915 and ran to twelve volumes, with a supplemental thirteenth volume
added in 1936. He also published a single volume abridgement, largely compiled by
his wife Lady Frazer, in 1922, with some controversial material removed from the text.
Jane Ellen Harrison, a respected historian of Greek religion and a Fellow of Newnham
College, Cambridge, gave Frazer's immensely popular work academic credibility, and
it has retained the reputation of a middle-brow classic.
Frazer's pioneering work has come under criticism by more recent scholars,
following a series of critical, even vituperative articles by Edmund Leach, one of
which was selected as the lead article in Anthropology Today, vol. 1 (1985); in part
Frazer's Golden Bough was criticized for the breadth of comparisons drawn from
widely separated cultures, but the criticism is often based on the abridged edition,
which omits the supportive archaeological details. In a positive review of a work
narrowly focusing on the cultures in the Hittite city of Nerik, J. D. Hawkins remarked
approvingly in 1973, "The whole work is very methodical and sticks closely to the
fully quoted documentary evidence in a way that would have been unfamiliar to the
7
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late Sir James Frazer."
課堂報告二
ISI Yogyakarta S2
Project: Anthropology seni
Professor: Dr. Y. Sumaniyo Hadi
Student: Tseng, Wei-Lin 092 0305 411
Date: 19/10/09

The culture system and its elements were complex, but it can be explained by a
simple structure. First, the largest boundary is culture itself, then in this boundary will
have a center for create some institutions, like rituals, manners, taboos, and so on.
These institutions will become a complex system so called “society”. In the society,
will produce many traits let people to know how unique the other culture being. So we
can see many items in our life, like foods, costumes, arts, languages, even the people.
The connection between culture and language has been noted as far back as the
classical period and probably long before. The ancient Greeks, for example,
distinguished between civilized peoples and bárbaros "those who babble", i.e. those
who speak unintelligible languages. The fact that different groups speak different,
unintelligible languages is often considered more tangible evidence for cultural
differences than other less obvious cultural traits.
The German romanticists of the 19th century such as Herder, Wundt and Humbolt,
often saw language not just as one cultural trait among many but rather as the direct
expression of a people's national character, and as such as culture in a kind of
condensed form. Herder for example suggests, "Denn jedes Volk ist Volk; es hat seine
National Bildung wie seine Sprache" (Since every people is a People, it has its own
national culture expressed through its own language).
Franz Boas, founder of American anthropology, like his German forerunners,
maintained that the shared language of a community is the most essential carrier of
their common culture. Boas was the first anthropologist who considered it
unimaginable to study the culture of a foreign people without also becoming
acquainted with their language. For Boas, the fact that the intellectual culture of a
people was largely constructed, shared and maintained through the use of language,
meant that understanding the language of a cultural group was the key to
understanding its culture. At the same time, though, Boas and his students were aware
that culture and language are not directly dependent on one another. That is, groups
with widely different cultures may share a common language, and speakers of
completely unrelated languages may share the same fundamental cultural traits.
8
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Numerous other scholars have suggested that the form of language determines
specific cultural traits. This is similar to the notion of Linguistic determinism, which
states that the form of language determines individual thought. While Boas himself
rejected a causal link between language and culture, some of his intellectual heirs
entertained the idea that habitual patterns of speaking and thinking in a particular
language may influence the culture of the linguistic group. Such belief is related to the
theory of Linguistic relativity. Boas, like most modern anthropologists, however, was
more inclined to relate the interconnectedness between language and culture to the
fact that, as B.L. Whorf put it, "they have grown up together".
Indeed, the origin of language, understood as the human capacity of complex
symbolic communication, and the origin of complex culture is often thought to stem
from the same evolutionary process in early man. Linguists and evolutionary
anthropologists suppose that language evolved as early humans began to live in large
communities which required the use of complex communication to maintain social
coherence. Language and culture then both emerged as a means of using symbols to
construct social identity and maintain coherence within a social group too large to rely
exclusively on pre-human ways of building community such as for example grooming.
Since language and culture are both in essence symbolic systems, twentieth century
cultural theorists have applied the methods of analyzing language developed in the
science of linguistics to also analyze culture. Particularly the structural theory of
Ferdinand de Saussure, which describes symbolic systems as consisting of signs (a
pairing of a particular form with a particular meaning), has come to be applied widely
in the study of culture. But also post-structuralism theories, which nonetheless still
rely on the parallel between language and culture as systems of symbolic
communication, have been applied in the field of semiotics. The parallel between
language and culture can then be understood as analog to the parallel between a
linguistic sign, consisting for example of the sound [kau] and the meaning "cow", and
a cultural sign, consisting for example of the cultural form of "wearing a crown" and
the cultural meaning of "being king". In this way it can be argued that culture is itself
a kind of language. Another parallel between cultural and linguistic systems is that
they are both systems of practice, which is they are a set of special ways of doing
things that is constructed and perpetuated through social interactions. Children, for
example, acquire language in the same way as they acquire the basic cultural norms of
the society they grow up in - through interaction with older members of their cultural
group.
However, languages, now understood as the particular set of speech norms of a
particular community, are also a part of the larger culture of the community that speak
them. Humans use language as a way of signalling identity with one cultural group
9
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and difference from others. Even among speakers of one language several different
ways of using the language exist, and each is used to signal affiliation with particular
subgroups within a larger culture. In linguistics such different ways of using the same
language are called "varities". For example, the English language is spoken differently
in the USA, the UK and Australia, and even within English-speaking countries there
are hundreds of dialects of English that each signal a belonging to a particular region
and/or subculture. For example, in the UK the cockney dialect signals its speakers'
belonging to the group of lower class workers of east London. Differences between
varieties of the same language often consist in different pronunciations and
vocabulary, but also sometimes of different grammatical systems and very often in
using different styles (e.g. cockney Rhyming slang or Lawyers' jargon). Linguists and
anthropologists, particularly sociolinguists, ethnolinguists and linguistic
anthropologists have specialized in studying how ways of speaking vary between
speech communities.
A community’s ways of speaking or signing are a part of the community’s culture,
just as other shared practices are. Language use is a way of establishing and
displaying group identity. Ways of speaking function not only to facilitate
communication, but also to identify the social position of the speaker. Linguists calls
different ways of speaking language varieties, a term that encompasses geographically
or socioculturally defined dialects as well as the jargons or styles of subcultures.
Linguistic anthropologists and sociologists of language define communicative style as
the ways that language is used and understood within a particular culture.
The difference between languages does not consist only in differences in
pronunciation, vocabulary or grammar, but also in different "cultures of speaking".
Some cultures for example have elaborate systems of "social deixis", systems of
signaling social distance through linguistic means In English, social deixis is shown
mostly though distinguishing between addressing some people by first name and
others by surname, but also in titles such as "Mrs.", "boy", "Doctor" or "Your Honor",
but in other languages such systems may be highly complex and codified in the entire
grammar and vocabulary of the language. In several languages of east Asia, for
example Thai, Burmese and Javanese, different words are used according to whether a
speaker is addressing someone of higher or lower rank than one self in a ranking
system with animals and children ranking the lowest and gods and members of
royalty as the highest. Other languages may use different forms of address when
speaking to speakers of the opposite gender or in-law relatives and many languages
have special ways of speaking to infants and children. Among other groups, the
culture of speaking may entail not speaking to particular people, for example many
indigenous cultures of Australia have a taboo against talking to one's in-law relatives,
10
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and in some cultures speech is not addressed directly to children. Some languages also
require different ways of speaking for different social classes of speakers, and often
such a system is based on gender differences as well as in Japanese and Koasati.
課堂報告三
ISI Yogyakarta S2
Project: Anthropology seni
Professor: Dr. Y. Sumaniyo Hadi
Student: Tseng, Wei-Lin 092 0305 411
Date: 12/11/09

Modernization is a concept used in sociology and politics. It is the view that a
standard, teleological evolutionary pattern, as described in the social evolutionism
theories, exists as a template for all nations and peoples. It should not be confused
with the sociological concept of rationalization, or the concepts of urbanization and
industrialization.
According to theories of modernization, each society would evolve inexorably from
barbarism to ever greater levels of development and civilization. The more modern
states would be wealthier and more powerful, and their citizens freer and having a
higher standard of living. According to the Social theorist Peter Wagner,
modernization can be seen as processes, and as offensives. The former view is
commonly projected by politicians and the media, and suggests that it is
developments, such as new data technology or dated laws, which make modernization
necessary or preferable. This view makes critique of modernization difficult, since it
implies that it is these developments which control the limits of human interaction,
and not vice versa. The latter view of modernization as offensives argues that both the
developments and the altered opportunities made available by these developments, are
shaped and controlled by human agents. The view of modernization as offensives
therefore sees it as a product of human planning and action, an active process capable
of being both changed and criticized.
This was the standard view in the social sciences for many decades with its
foremost advocate being Talcott Parsons. Hegel also viewed it as a "development of
the rational and universal Mind towards self-consciousness and freedom." This theory
stressed the importance of societies being open to change and saw reactionary forces
as restricting development. Maintaining tradition for tradition's sake was thought to be
harmful to progress and development. Proponents of Modernization lie in two camps,
optimists and pessimist. The former view what a modernizer would see as a setback to
the theory (events such as the Iranian Revolution or the troubles in Lebanon) as
11
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temporary setbacks, with the ability to attain "modernism" still existing. Pessimists
would argue that such non-modern areas are incapable of becoming modern.
Modernization theory is the theory used to summarize modern transformations of
social life. The theory looks at the internal factors of the country. It is an evolutionary
theory that assumes that with help, "traditional" countries can develop in the same
ways "modern" countries did. Throughout certain periods of time, modernization
theories attempt to identify the social variables which contribute to the social progress
and development of certain societies and seek to explain the details of social evolution.
Not surprisingly, modernization theories are subject to much criticism stemming from
the views of the communist and capitalist parties, world systems theorists, and
globalization theory and Dependency theory. Modernization theory not only stresses
the process of change, but also the response to that change. It also looks at internal
dynamics referring to social and cultural structure and the adaptation of new
technologies.
Modernization theorists saw traditions as obstacles for the take off of economic
growth. They were well aware that modernization would imply violent, radical
change for these societies but they thought it was worth the price. "Economic
development of an underdeveloped people by themselves is not compatible with the
maintenance of their traditional customs and mores. A break with the latter is a
prerequisite to economic progress. What is needed is a revolution in the totality of
social, cultural and religious institutions and habits, and thus in their psychological
attitude, their philosophy and their way of life. What is, therefore, required amounts in
reality to social disorganization. Unhappiness and discontentment in the sense of
wanting more than is obtainable at any moment is to be generated. The suffering and
dislocation that may be caused in the process may be objectionable, but it appears to
be the price that has to be paid for economic development; the condition of economic
progress." Traditional societies had to adapt or to disappear.
Critics therefore insist that traditional societies were destroyed without ever gaining
the promised advantages because the gap between the advanced societies and the poor
nations has increased. The net effect of modernization for the victims of development
is therefore the replacement of traditional poverty by modern misery.
Popular culture (commonly known as pop culture) is the totality of ideas,
perspectives, attitudes, memes, images and other phenomena that are deemed
preferred per an informal consensus within the mainstream of a given culture. Heavily
influenced by mass media (at least from the early 20th century onward) and
perpetuated by that culture's vernacular language, this collection of ideas permeates
the everyday lives of the society. Popular culture is often viewed as being trivial and
"dumbed-down" in order to find consensual acceptance throughout the mainstream.
12
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As a result of this perception, it comes under heavy criticism from various scientific
and non-mainstream sources (most notably religious groups and countercultural
groups) which deem it superficial, consumerist, sensationalist, and corrupted.
It is manifest in preferences and acceptance or rejection of features in such various
subjects as cooking, clothing, consumption, and the many facets of entertainment such
as sports, music, film, and literature. Popular culture often contrasts with the more
exclusive, even elitist "high culture", that is, the culture of ruling social groups, and
the low or folk culture of the lower classes. The earliest use of "popular" in English
was during the fifteenth century in law and politics, meaning "low", "base", "vulgar",
and "of the common people"; from the late eighteenth century it began to mean
"widespread" and gain in positive connotation. (Williams 1985). "Culture" has been
used since the 1950s to refer to various subgroups of society, with emphasis on
cultural differences.
The news media mines the work of scientists and scholars and conveys it to the
general public, often emphasizing elements that have inherent appeal or the power to
amaze. For instance, giant pandas (a species in remote Chinese woodlands) have
become well-known items of popular culture; parasitic worms, though of greater
practical importance, have not. Both scholarly facts and news stories get modified
through popular transmission, often to the point of outright falsehoods.
Hannah Arendt's 1961 essay "The Crisis in Culture" suggested that a
"market-driven media would lead to the displacement of culture by the dictates of
entertainment." Susan Sontag argues that in our culture, the most "...intelligible,
persuasive values are [increasingly] drawn from the entertainment industries", which
is "undermining of standards of seriousness." As a result, "tepid, the glib, and the
senselessly cruel" topics are becoming the norm. Some critics argue that popular
culture is “dumbing down”: "...newspapers that once ran foreign news now feature
celebrity gossip, pictures of scantily dressed young ladies...television has replaced
high-quality drama with gardening, cookery, and other “lifestyle” programmes...[and]
reality TV and asinine soaps," to the point that people are constantly immersed in
trivia about celebrity culture.
In Rosenberg and White's book Mass Culture, MacDonald argues that "Popular
culture is a debased, trivial culture that voids both the deep realities (sex, death,
failure, tragedy) and also the simple spontaneous pleasures. . . . The masses,
debauched by several generations of this sort of thing, in turn come to demand trivial
and comfortable cultural products." Van den Haag argues that "...all mass media in the
end alienate people from personal experience and though appearing to offset it,
intensify their moral isolation from each other, from reality and from themselves."
Critics have lamented the "... replacement of high art and authentic folk culture by
13
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tasteless industrialized artifacts produced on a mass scale in order to satisfy the lowest
common denominator." This "mass cultures emerged after the Second World War and
have led to the concentration of mass-culture power in ever larger global media
conglomerates." The popular press decreased the amount of news or information and
replaced it with entertainment or titillation that reinforces "... fears, prejudice,
scapegoating processes, paranoia, and aggression."
Critics of television and film have argued that the quality of TV output has been
diluted as stations relentlessly pursue "populism and ratings" by focusing on the
"glitzy, the superficial, and the popular." In film, "Hollywood culture and values" are
increasingly dominating film production in other countries. Hollywood films have
changed from creating formulaic films which emphasize "...shock-value and
superficial thrill[s]" and special effects, with themes that focus on the "...basic
instincts of aggression, revenge, violence, [and] greed." The plots "...often seem
simplistic, a standardized template taken from the shelf, and dialogue is minimal."
The "characters are shallow and unconvincing, the dialogue is also simple, unreal, and
badly constructed."
The blurring of the boundaries between high and low culture is one of the main
complaints made by traditional intellectuals about contemporary mass
society.[citation needed] It is hardly surprising then that a lot of studies deal with this
topic. There are, for instance, a number of sociological studies on literary institutions
which are held responsible for this mix.[citation needed] Among the first were the
commercial book clubs, such as the Book-of-the-Month-Club, appearing from the
twenties on. The aggressive reactions they provoked are described by Janice Radway
in "The Scandal of the Middlebrow". According to Radway, the book clubs were
perceived as scandalous because they blurred some basic distinctions of cultural
discourse. In a society haunted by the specter of cultural standardization and leveling
towards below, they dared to put "serious" fiction on the same level as detective,
adventure stories, biographies and popular nonfiction. Book clubs were scandalous
because they created a space where high and low could meet.
Soon, the term "middlebrow" was introduced to qualify this phenomenon, and to
dismiss it as threatening the authenticity of both high and popular culture. A bit after
the book clubs came the paperbacks, and their influence was even more wide-ranging.
More about this can be found in Thomas Bonn's book. It shows through what
elaborate strategies the respectable hardcover editors had to go in order to hide the
fact that, from the sixties on, paperback publishers had taken over the control on the
production of serious literature.
The question whether popular culture or mass culture is inherently conservative, or
whether it can be used in a subversive strategy as well, is equally hotly debated. It
14
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seems widely accepted that popular culture forms can function at any moment as
anti-cultures. "Bad taste" products such as pornography and horror fiction, says for
instance Andrew Ross, draw their popular appeal precisely from their expressions of
disrespect for the imposed lessons of educated taste. They are expressions of social
resentment on the part of groups which have been subordinated and excluded by
today's "civilized society".
The question whether popular culture can actually resist dominant ideology, or even
contribute to social change, is much more difficult to answer. Many critics easily read
popular fiction and film as "attacks against the system", neglecting both the exact
ways in which the so-called revolutionary message is enacted, and the capacities of
dominant doctrines to recuperate critical messages. Tania Modleski in "The Terror of
Pleasure", for instance, presents exploitation horror films as attacks on the basic
aspects of bourgeois culture. Thus a loving father cannibalizes his child, and priests
turn into servants of the devil. Other scholars claim that, by presenting their
perversion as supernatural, or at least pathological, horror films precisely contribute to
perpetuating those institutions.
Similarly, many critics exalt stories which feature a lone hero fighting for his ideals
against an inert and amoral system. Thus Jim Collins in Uncommon Cultures sees
crime fiction opposing a smart private detective and an inefficient police force as a
critique of state justice. On the other hand, Thomas Roberts demonstrates in An
Aesthetics of Junk Fiction, a study of the historical background of the private
detective model, how the detective story came into existence in the middle of the 19th
century, at the time the institution of state police was developed. This force consisted
mainly of lower-class people, but nevertheless disposed of a certain authority over the
upper class. The fears among the upper classes for this uncontrolled force were eased
by domesticating the police in stories explicitly devoted to them. Their inability to
pass on correct judgment was amply demonstrated, and forced them to bow for the
individual intellect of the detective, who always belonged to the threatened upper
class.
Finally, Umberto Eco's studies on Superman and James Bond as myths of a static
good-and-evil world view should be mentioned as very early and lucid examples of a
combination of semiotic and political analysis.
Still, there may be ways to wage revolt in an age of mass media. One way could be
to introduce small gradual changes in products otherwise conforming to the
requirements of a dominant ideology. The problem here, of course, is that isolated
messages get drowned in the discourse as a whole, and that they can be used to avoid
real changes. Some scholars, however, describe how opposition forces use the logic of
the media to subvert them. In No Respect, Andrew Ross mentions the late sixties
15
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Yippie movement. Yippies would stage media events, such as the public burning of
dollar bills in Wall Street, thereby drawing heavy media coverage. This politics of the
spectacle brought the counterculture right into the conservative media and filled their
forms with subversive content.
Whether this strategy is effective or not, it points to an important fact: the mass
media are not above, but dependent on the public. As Alan Swingewood states in The
Myth of Mass Culture, the ideological messages the mass media receive are already
mediated by a complex network of institutions and discourses. The media, themselves
divided over innumerable specific discourses, transform them again. And finally the
public meaningfully relates those messages to individual existences through the
mediation of social groups, family networks, etc., which they belong to.
In the research of ethnomusicology, folklore studies are a logical point of departure
for those interested in popular music. Folklores have long been concerned with the
relationship between expressive culture and its social contexts, and in everyday life.
For example, jazz and rock are often casually referred to as type of “folk music.” By
examining how past folklorists have conceptualized the study object of their research,
we can shed light on the broader theoretical issues animate this study.
Through transcription issues received diminishing attention; intriguing questions of
study object still remain. Is the music a physical object, existing independent of any
person (composer, musician, listener) and capable of being fully described by an
objective transcriber? Is the music research participant’s intention? Is the music the
performance? If the music is an independent object, how can we account for features
of the sound that are constructed by the listening subject, such as the underlying sense
of pulse? If the music is a research participant’s intention, how can a transcription
reflect the fact that intentions are influenced by the act of performance itself, which
intentions vary over time, and that intentions range from the minutest sensual detail to
the broadest of structural features? If the music is the performance, what’s the
relationship of the music to the transcriber’s or performer’s experience? One way
beyond these apparently irreconcilable perspectives (music as fact, music as idea, and
music as act) is to see that even the most fundamental, seemingly objective aspects of
the music imply the existence of a listening subject. Without a spatiotemporally
specific subject engaged with sound waves, there is no now, no before and after, no
loud or soft, no accent, and no underlying pulse. It takes a subject—always an agent
and always social—to hear a period of sound as linked together in a phrase, to hear a
phrase as present or past, to stand close to or far from a sound source, to constitute a
pulse. And if these basic, “objective” aspects of the sound imply a listening subject,
the affective and more complex formal dimensions this all the more. Before the
designation of any musical feature as an objective sonic fact or a subjective mental
16
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construct is our prereflective engagement with the world, our immediate experience of
music. If we think of our study object as experience actively and social constituted by
perceptual subjects, than spectrograms, interview data on musical intentions, and
ethnographic descriptions of performance can be understood as different moments in
the project of transcription.
From the smallest act of perception to the broadest historical movement, the scope
of phenomenological research is the scope of the world. By taking the notions of
practice and experience as guiding concepts, we can get beyond approaches that see
activity and society, or experience and the world, as two unrelated orders of reality.
Lived experience is the primary ground from which these dichotomies are abstracted,
and the issues and problems of music research can provide us with unparalleled
insights into its dynamics. In musical experience, the subject engages with the world
in creative of perception; here, the participant plays a role in the social life of music
and, to varying degrees, helps so constitute society as a whole. By returning to
musical experience, we can gain powerful new perspectives on social life.
With the ethnography and theoretical work in place, we are finally in a position to
view as a whole the scope of ethnomusicology. Ethnomusicology extends across the
entire reach of experience, from the minutest micro-constitution of the temporality of
sound phenomena to the broadest historical (geological or even cosmic)
cross-situational trains of events, grasped in reflection and consequential for practice.
Ethnomusicology covers this vast area because that entire range is there for the
subject as experience and may be consequential for that subject. In this way,
ethnomusicology is merely a fragment of the living human sciences, selecting from
expanding world of experiences all those that connect to music.
期末報告

Gamelan in Taiwan ─ from the learning, teaching and musical
performances or exhibitions, showing a cross-cultural phenomenon
Tseng, Wei-Lin
ISI Yogyakarta
Musik Nusantara
ABSTRACT
Indonesian gamelan music from AD 1889 World Expo in Paris, for use to the
compositions of Debussy, listen to and when, had opened the gamelan music in
today's world the status of music in one seat. Despite the impact of modernization,
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showing a commercial, pop-oriented, technology-based phenomenon, but in music
form and meaning are still showing characteristics of traditional music culture.
Since the 1930s, Western music, composers (in particular the United States for
more) are exposed to creative bottleneck, keen to find new music material and sound,
coupled with easy access to recorded information, as well as the vigorous
development of ethnomusicology, have created a boom in Asia, gamelan music
became popular topics of Western musicians, such as Colin McPhee, John Cage and
other compositions of people have a direct or indirect use of the gamelan music, the
elements or concepts, resulted in gamelan music, showing virtually the music
phenomenon of transnational; and gamelan music, with special music because of its
structure, as well as the instruments easy to use and focus on concepts such as
characteristics of ensemble, but also for a number of educational institutions as a
world music teaching started with the practice, the gamelan music, and promotion of
learners who unwittingly became a practitioner of transnational music culture.
This paper attempts to gamelan music in Taiwan, teaching, learning and stage for
performances circumstances, to observe the gamelan music, music presented by a
cross-cultural phenomenon, as well as from the interviews with educators and learners
learn Ethnomusicology learners For the Bi-musicality capacity of views and attitudes
towards learning.
Key words: Gamelan, transnational phenomena, Bi-musicality.

Preface
Gamelan ensemble form around the 12th century AD, about the formation of the
various parts of Indonesia have different styles, such as Java, Sunda, Bali, etc., in the
music composition and song structure is also different in style. Indonesia has suffered
since the 15th century, colonized by Western countries, but the music culture has
absorbed the characteristics of Western music to produce many new types of music;
with gamelan has its own deep cultural background, but also by the Western world's
attention, thus spread to all over the world: In the 1811 ~ 1816, Britain's brief period
of colonial Indonesia, the United Kingdom, Sir Laforce because of interest in
Javanese culture, which will be a whole batch of gamelan instruments and shadow
even shipped to the UK, but because no one will perform and maintenance reasons,
can only be left to the damage; 1887, when the Dutch East India Company, donated a
set of gamelan instruments slendro scale of Music in Paris I was taught on the rise, in
which Debussy (Claude Debussy ,1862-1918) with great interest. Therefore, Debussy
18
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in 1889 World Expo held in Paris on the first time to hear from Java, gamelan playing
after the (then playing music for the Central Java style, using the slendro
temperament), they put one of the scales, melody, rhythm and music weave body
applied to his own compositions2. Debussy's compositions was the use of a large
number of whole-tone scale, and to approximate Javanese gamelan music, texture of
the polyphonic sound support (heterophony) form as the structure of music, especially
the piano in his song "Print" (piano solo, 1903) in the “Pagodas” of this part of the
complete Debussy to clear five degrees to represent the gong ageng in the ensemble
structure of the sentence start and end points.
Before and after 1930, the Western music (especially the United States) the rise of
an Asian boom, this trend and recording of information easily accessible, as well as
the vigorous development of ethnomusicology, have relationships. The development
of Western music, but also precisely the emergence of a bottleneck, and composers
were eager to find new breakthroughs, some delving into atonal music, while others
go to countries in the world music for inspiration.
American composer and music scientist, Colin. McPhee (Colin McPhee, 1901-1964)
for gamelan music, post-secondary study, is gamelan and Western classical music, the
exchange of the most important step. The other will be used in the West, gamelan
music, instrumental compositions by composers on John Cage, in particular, in his
pre-piano (prepared piano) compositions embodied the elements of gamelan music.
Indonesian contemporary composers I. Nyoman Windha had ever used gamelan with
Western instruments, with original compositions; Hungarian composer György
Ligeti's Piano Etudes Galamb Borong that is affected by the gamelan music. U.S. folk
guitarist John Fahey is also used in his compositions a lot of gamelan elements;
experimental art rock band King Crimson, although not used gamelan instruments,
but the use of gamelan music in the staggered rhythm element in his compositions.
These only gamelan music in the world of cross-border cultural tip of the iceberg,
while the gamelan music of their own special musical structure, as well as ensemble
instruments easy to use and focus on concepts like properties, but also for a number of
educational institutions as the World Music Teaching Introduction and practice, these
gamelan music, and promotion of learners who unwittingly became a practitioner of
transnational music culture. The U.S. ethnomusicologist Mantle Hood in 1960,
published in the journal Ethnomusicology -- The challenge of "Bi-musicality" 3a
paper presented a " Bi-musicality " of the training: emphasizing that only through
practice can you understand the music itself, in order to further to go depicted, the
2
3

Neil Sorrell(2000), A Guide to the Gamelan. London: Faber and Faber,. Pages 2–7

Mantle Hood(1960), The challenge of “Bi-musicality. Ethnomusicology , Vol. 4, No. 2,
pp. 55-59.
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study of music. Therefore, ethnomusicology students should at least be able to
perform a study of his own music, culture, music, and as far as possible the existence
in its original environment, to enjoy, through practice, and learn to play in
non-Western music, rhythm and pitch, a variety of musical and cultural understanding
of the world abundance, in order to understand the musical culture of other nations. n
fact, in the learning process, due to a variety of different musical culture, practitioners
who must be their own original music, the knowledge, concepts, skills, cultural
identity, and so elements of re-thinking combination of music, so the process of
practice has not conscious of the presents a cross-border (cross-cultural phenomenon).
This could be for many learners of ethnomusicology are not perceived. Therefore, the
phenomenon of cause I want to make a study of this one. The purpose is to make the
self itself, or ethnomusicology learners as a cultural addition to the many
cross-cultural phenomenon of the observer, we also from the perspective of
transnational practitioners to examine those cultural phenomenons.
This paper tries to one to learn and practice of ethnomusicology's point of view,
observation in the Taiwan Area gamelan music, learning, teaching and stage for
performances phenomenon, will be the Tainan National University of the Arts,
Institute of Ethnomusicology, the gamelan orchestra. Targeted by the author their own
participant observation, as well as interviews with team members and educators, in
addition to understand the Institute of Ethnomusicology, the students for the dual
capacity of understanding and practice of musical situations, but also explore the
gamelan in Taiwan showing the transnational music culture scene. Full-text is divided
into three parts, the first part of the gamelan's culture and heritage system as an
overview; second part gamelan music at the Tainan National University of the Arts
Institute of the learning and teaching situation, and to explore the members of the
bi-musicality, the ability The views and attitudes, as well as gamelan orchestra
showing a plethora of transnational music culture. Part III is divided into conclusion.
Ⅰ.Gamelan culture and heritage systems
Gamelan is a musical ensemble from Indonesia, typically from the islands of Bali
or Java, featuring a variety of instruments such as metalophones, xylophones, drums
and gongs; bamboo flutes, bowed and plucked strings. Vocalists may also be
included .
The term refers more to the set of instruments than to the players of those
instruments. A gamelan is a set of instruments as a distinct entity, built and tuned to
stay together — instruments from different gamelan are generally not interchangeable.
The word "gamelan" comes from the Javanese word "gamels", meaning to strike or
hammer, and the suffix "an", which makes the root a collective noun. Real hammers
20
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are not used to play these instruments as heavy iron hammers would break the delicate
instruments.
The gamelan predates the Hindu-Buddhist culture that dominated Indonesia in its
earliest records and instead represents a native art form. The instruments developed
into their current form during the Majapahit Empire. In contrast to the heavy Indian
influence in other art forms, the only obvious Indian influence in gamelan music is in
the Javanese style of singing4.
In Javanese mythology, the gamelan was created by Sang Hyang Guru in Saka era
167 (c. AD 230), the god who ruled as king of all Java from a palace on the Maendra
mountains in Medangkamulan (now Mount Lawu). He needed a signal to summon the
gods and thus invented the gong. For more complex messages, he invented two other
Gongs, thus forming the original gamelan set.
The earliest image of musical ensembles are found in 8th century Borobudur
temple, Central Java. Musical instruments such as bamboo flute, bells, drums in
various sizes, lute, and bowed and plucked string instruments were identified in this
image. However it lacks metallophones and xylophones element. Nevertheless, the
image of this musical ensemble is suggested to be the ancient form of the gamelan.
In the palaces of Java are the oldest known ensembles, the Munggang and
Kodokngorek gamelans, apparently from the 12th century. These formed the basis of
a "loud style." A different, "soft style" developed out of the kemanak tradition and is
related to the traditions of singing Javanese poetry, in a manner which is often
believed to be similar to performance of modern bedhaya dance. In the 17th century,
these loud and soft styles mixed, and to a large extent the variety of modern gamelan
styles of Bali, Java, and Sunda resulted from different ways of mixing these elements.
Thus, despite the seeming diversity of styles, many of the same theoretical concepts,
instruments, and techniques are shared between the styles.
Varying forms of gamelan ensembles are distinguished by their collection of
instruments and use of voice, tunings, repertoire, style, and cultural context. In
general, no two gamelan ensembles are the same, and those that arose in prestigious
courts are often considered to have their own style. Certain styles may also be shared
by nearby ensembles, leading to a regional style.
The varieties are generally grouped geographically, with the principal division
between the styles favored by the Balinese, Javanese, and Sundanese peoples.
Sundanese gamelan is often associated with Gamelan Degung, a Sundanese musical
ensemble that utilises a subset of modified gamelan instruments with a particular
4

he Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia, Bulletin for National Museum of Canada (Ottawa: April
1961), p. 2, cited in Donald A. Lentz. The Gamelan Music of Java and Bali: An Artistic Anomaly
Complementary to Primary Tonal Theoretical Systems. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1965.
Page 5.
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mode of pelog scale. Balinese gamelan is often associated with the virtuosity and
rapid changes of tempo and dynamics of Gamelan gong kebyar, its best-known style.
Other popular Balinese styles include Gamelan and kecak, also known as the
"monkey chant." Javanese gamelan was largely dominated by the courts of the 19th
century central Javanese rulers, each with its own style, but overall is known for a
slower, more meditative style than that of Bali.
Outside of the main core on Java and Bali, gamelans have spread through migration
and cultural interest, new styles sometimes resulting as well. Malay gamelans are
designed in ways that are similar to the Javanese gamelan except they lack most of the
elaborating instruments and are tuned in a near-equidistant slendro, often using a
western Bb or C as a tuning basis. Javanese emigrants to Suriname play gamelan in a
style close to that found in Central Javanese villages. Gamelan is also related to the
Filipino kulintang ensemble. There is also a wide variety of gamelan in the West,
including both traditional and experimental ensembles.
In Indonesia, gamelan usually accompanies dance wayang puppet performances, or
rituals or ceremonies. Typically players in the gamelan will be familiar with dance
moves and poetry, while dancers are able to play in the ensemble. In wayang, the
dalang (puppeteer) must have a thorough knowledge of gamelan, as he gives the cues
for the music. Gamelan can be performed by itself — in "klenengan" style, or for
radio broadcasts — but concerts in the Western style are not traditional.
Gamelan's role in rituals is so important that there is a Javanese saying, "It's not
official until the gong is hung." Some performances are associated with royalty, such
as visits by the sultan of Yogyakarta. Certain gamelans are associated with specific
rituals, such as the Gamelan Sekaten, which is used in celebration of Mawlid an-Nabi
(Muhammad's birthday). In Bali, almost all religious rituals include gamelan
performance. Gamelan is also used in the ceremonies of the Catholic church in
Indonesia.Certain pieces are designated for starting and ending performances or
ceremonies. When a "leaving" piece (such as "Udan Mas") is begun, the audience will
know that the event is nearly finished and will begin to leave. Certain pieces are also
believed to possess magic powers, and can be used to ward off evil spirits.
Gamelan is frequently played on the radio. For example, the Pura Pakualaman
gamelan performs live on the radio every Minggu Pon (a day in the 35-day cycle of
the Javanese calendar). In major towns, the Radio Republik Indonesia employs
professional musicians and actors, and broadcast programs of a wide variety of
gamelan music and drama.
In the court tradition of central Java, gamelan is often played in the pendopo, an
open pavilion with a cavernous, double-pitched roof, no side walls, and a hard marble
or tile floor. The instruments are placed on a platform to one side, which allows the
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sound to reverberate in the roof space and enhances the acoustics.
In Bali, the Gamelan instruments are all kept together in the balai banjar, a
community meeting hall which has a large open space with a roof over top of it with
several open sides. The instruments are all kept here together because they believe
that all of the instruments belong to the community as a whole and no one person has
ownership over an instrument. Not only is this where the instruments are stored, but
this is also the practice space for the sekaha (Gamelan orchestra). The open walls
allow for the music to flow out into the community where the rest of the people can
enjoy it.
The sekaha is led by a single instructor whose job it is in the community to lead this
group and to come up with new songs. When they are working on a new song, the
instructor will lead the group in practice and help the group form the new piece of
music as they are practicing. When the instructor creates a new song, he leaves
enough open for interpretation that the group can improvise and as a group they will
be writing the music as they are practicing it.
The Balinese Gamelan groups are constantly changing their music by taking older
pieces they know and mixing them together as well as trying new variations on their
music. Their music is always constantly changing because they believe that music
should grow and change; the only exception to this is with their most sacred songs
which they will not change. A single new piece of music can take several months
before it is completed. Men and women usually perform in separate groups, with the
exception of the pesindhen, the female singer who performs with male groups. In the
West, gamelan is often performed in a concert context, but may also incorporate dance
or wayang.
The tuning and construction of a gamelan orchestra is a complex process. Javanese
gamelans use two tuning systems: sléndro and pélog. There are other tuning systems
such as degung (exclusive to Sunda, or West Java), and madenda (also known as
diatonis, similar to a European natural minor scale). In central Javanese gamelan,
sléndro is a system with five notes to the diapason (octave), fairly evenly spaced,
while pélog has seven notes to the octave, with uneven intervals, usually played in
five note subsets of the seven-tone collection. This results in sound quite different
from music played in a western tuning system. Many gamelan orchestras will include
instruments in each tuning, but each individual instrument will only be able to play
notes in one. The precise tuning used differs from ensemble to ensemble, and give
each ensemble its own particular flavour. The intervals between notes in a scale are
very close to identical for different instruments within each gamelan, but the intervals
vary from one gamelan to the next.
Colin McPhee remarked, "Deviations in what is considered the same scale are so
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large that one might with reason state that there are as many scales as there are
gamelans." However, this view is contested by some teachers of gamelan, and there
have been efforts to combine multiple ensembles and tuning structures into one
gamelan to ease transportation at festival time. One such ensemble is gamelan
Manikasanti, which can play the repertoire of many different ensembles.
Balinese gamelan instruments are commonly played in pairs which are tuned
slightly apart to produce interference beats, ideally at a consistent speed for all pairs
of notes in all registers. It is thought that this contributes to the very "busy" and
"shimmering" sound of gamelan ensembles. In the religious ceremonies that contain
gamelan, these interference beats are meant to give the listener a feeling of a god's
presence or a stepping stone to a meditative state.
Traditionally gamelan music is not notated and began as an oral tradition; however,
in the 19th century, the kratons of Yogyakarta and Surakarta developed distinct
notations for transcribing the repertoire. These were not used to read the music, which
was memorized, but to preserve pieces in the court records. The Yogyanese notation is
a checkerboard notation, which uses six or seven vertical lines to represent notes of
higher pitch in the balungan (core melody), and horizontal lines which represent the
series of beats, read downward with time. The fourth vertical line and every fourth
horizontal line (completing a gatra) are darkened for legibility. Symbols on the left
indicate the colotomic structure of gongs and so forth, while specific drum features
are notated in symbols to the right. The Solonese notation reads horizontally, like
Western notation, but does not use barlines. Instead, note values and rests are
squiggled between the notes.
Today this notation is relatively rare, and has been replaced by kepatihan notation,
which is a cipher system. Kepatihan notation developed around 1900 at the kepatihan
in Surakarta. The pitches are numbered (see the articles on the scales slendro and
pélog for an explanation of how), and are read across with dots and lines indicating
the register and time values. Like the palace notations, however, they record only the
balungan part, and to a large extent what is heard relies on memorized patterns the
performers call upon during performance. However, teachers have also devised
certain notations, generally using kepatihan principles, for the cengkok (melodic
patterns) of each elaborating instrument. In ethnomusicological studies, transcriptions
are often made onto a Western staff, sometimes with unusual clefs.
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Figure 1: Left ─ kepatihan music styles. Right ─ checkerboard scores.

Gamelan in Java community by Hindu / Buddhist, Islamic religion, as well as the
interaction of local culture in Indonesia, gamelan has been in the Indonesian society
and religion are inseparable, especially in Central Java court in gamelan musical
instruments are considered to possess to safeguard national stability and strength of
the sacred items, known as the Pusaka. After the introduction of Islam, but also with
the original Hindu / Buddhist culture of mutual integration of the saints of Islam in
Indonesia Sunan Bonang and his students Sunan Kalijaga that the spread of Islam in
Java must use the local the original culture as a missionary of the media, the gamelan
has also been one of the mediums for the dissemination of Islam. For example, in
Indonesia, Islam, Sufi Road Mission in gamelan music as a tool for self-cultivation to
help the devotees to meditate on the state to enter in order to achieve the purpose of
physical and mental purification. The court in gamelan music from Java in the middle
and upper classes more than the prijaji by tradition, this class consists mostly of the
nobility, or during the colonial period as a major administrative duties, while the 17th
century, after the Mataram dynasty class consists mostly of conversion Islam, but the
gamelan music still continuing to preserve and transmission. As prijaji as gamelan as
a high art , so that Dutch scholar often traditional gamelan music as a spiritual symbol
of elite culture.
Ⅱ. Gamelan in the Tainan University of the Arts presents a cross-cultural
soundscape
1. Learning and Teaching
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Currently in Taiwan, a total of five sets of gamelan instruments, including two sets
of three sets of Javanese gamelan and Balinese gamelan angklung. In which the first
purchase of gamelan and courses is the National Institute of the Arts (now National
Taipei University of the Arts), because at that time Head of the Department of Music
at Ma Shui-long's educational philosophy ─ open their horizons, was hired in 1985 as
a visiting professor Juan South Korea, Planning and creation of "world music" and
"Southeast Asian gong music ensemble" courses (the latter class content to gamelan
ensemble-based, course name was later changed to "gamelan theory and practice"),
and musical instruments from Bali famous factory Sidha Karya ( in Blahbatuh village)
acquisition of Taiwan's first set of gamelan ─gamelan angklung. In 1993, when South
Korea Juan again, when visiting at the National Institute of the Arts, in his efforts,
from Yogyakarta, Central Java, gamelan set of imports, manufacturers of Suhirdjan
Mr.. The instruments of accession, so those gamelans enrich the curriculum. This
curriculum guide was originally South Korea, Professor Huang, Lee Jing-hui after the
teacher follow
The second set of gamelan angklung at the National Taiwan Normal University, in
1993, Professor Qian Shan-hua in the planning of the next acquisition, mainly used in
basic training courses for undergraduate music education on the one hand, as part of
the course content, and the other On the one hand to enhance students understanding
of different musical culture; In addition, Asian music and Austronesian-speaking
peoples music in Master and PhD courses will be introduced this instrument. In recent
years, often in the National Taiwan Normal University arts festivals and other
art-related activities in appearance repertoire includes all the Balinese traditional
music with the student’s compositions.
The third set of gamelan angklung in Tainan Theological Seminary ─
ethnomusicology Rev. Dr. Luo Wei-Dao, has a rather special gamelan angklung in
1994 under his plan to purchase; Tainan Theological Seminary in church music at that
time the teaching content and activities of the Department of cover the world music,
Balinese gamelan courses are also ideal for Luoyuan Chang's opened in 1995. Unlike
the former two of the four audio gamelan angklung, Luoyuan Chang in particular,
request friends in Klungkung Bali musical instrument factory in his custom set of five
audio gamelan angklung. June 19, 1996 debut, participate in the celebration of Christ
Presbyterian Church of Taiwan's 130 years at the National Concert Hall
"reconstruction Mind" concert.
Taiwan's second set of Javanese gamelan in Tainan University of the Arts by the
Graduate Institute of Ethnomusicology in 2003, purchased, and in 2003 first semester
gamelan playing courses in the southern Taiwan, first introduced in gamelan orchestra
and curriculum. To help teachers, has hired to teach at the Institute Seni Indonesia,
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Yogyakarta, ISI), while Thoreau court musicians Agus Suseno and Mr. Sodesono
guidance, with the held in the Auditorium of the end of the school gamelan concert.
Southern Art at the College of Music in 2008, established under the Asia-Pacific
Research Center for Music will be under the Center for gamelan orchestra set to one
of the orchestra as well as school enrollment, there are currently to the present by the
Department of the School of Music students and student-centered, as well as
school-based and staff in other departments of the two courses. The former is Tejo
Bagus Sunaryo, graduate from ISI Yogyakarta Jurusan Karawitan, now is studying in
Taiwan. The other is by the fourth-grade students went to ISI Yogyakarta and had
became an exchange student for one year the school curriculum and obtain a master's
degree students guidance Dong Yuan-Hsin.
The gamelan orchestra of Ethnomusicology Institute in teaching method is mainly
to let members know the name of every kind of instrument, construction, and start
playing after the ensemble approach. In the beginning the initial ensemble does not
use sheet music, but the backbone of the music and the sound of paragraphs written in
the board until the members who are familiar with the issue until after the theme
music.

Figure 2: The notations of Gamelan Ensemble used
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Figure 3: The practicing of gamelan orchestra

As the gamelan orchestra's members are mostly graduates of the music department
students, received a Western music Yuelizhishi, so early exposure to gamelan more
will favor the concept of Western music theory to understand. For example, although
the spectrum are based on musical notation (digital spectrum) approach to notation,
but the scale of the singing is entirely different. Gamelan music, singing in the scale
of 1 = ji, 2 = ro, 3 = lu, 4 = pa, 5 = mon, 6 = non, 7 = pi, in practice many of my
classmates were still often hear that the way to do re mi sing spectrum; The other is
the concept of rhythm music and Western music On the contrary, a four-beat, for
example, stress that falls on the second and fourth beat, so the end of phrases in the
habit of Western music on the stress pattern of hearing students will be mistakenly
thought it was the first shot, resulting in playing on the confusion. In addition gamelan
music in the paragraph on the conversion is not as classical music has a clear
termination type, must be willing to act as kendang to indicate whether to continue
playing the next paragraph or termination of the music. When the members are
willing to act as the kendang do not understand the directions, they would often have
occurred in the paragraph should be to convert some of the people will continue to
play the previous paragraphs of the case. I observed that the guidance Tejo used do re
mi sometimes singing spectrum of ways of teaching, they asked why the spectrum of
ways to change the singing, while the Tejo said:
“ ...

I have not previously taught the people of Taiwan, but now I have
been doing teaching, must make some compromises, but I hope we
can go to learn (gamelan) inside the thing. If this (referring to the
spectrum of ways to change the singing) as you can so that we can
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practice more smoothly, then this is not a big problem. "
The guidance of staff orchestra Dong Yuan-Hsin also expressed similar views:
"I didn’t care how many songs that my members had learned. I hope
that they can understand each gamelan musical instruments and
structures, in most people do not have musical based on circumstances,
I would use that people are generally familiar (do re mi) way to teach.
"
Although the two bands have received the guidance pure gamelan learning, but when
they are exposure to Taiwan's educational space will still be discarded part of the
traditional teaching methods in order to "enable the first musical to pick up, find out
about the musical content" as the main targets for teaching. The writer from the
participating gamelan practice, as well as members of observation, interviews, found
that the gamelan for Taiwan's ethnomusicology students in the bi-musicality is not as
imaginary effective. The first is desire to learn the issues, some members said that the
author had, in fact, for other types of more interested in world music, gamelan,
though they have full of exotic tunes, but "it is a bit boring, as they have repeatedly,
but my instrument so simple. " But most of the members are still willing to learn
gamelan, and "better able to understand how to ensemble and will find that in fact
gamelan ensemble concept and they are familiar with Chinese music ensemble or
orchestra is very different." Another is to learn the methodology, the teaching of
gamelan and Asia is basically the same as most of the music culture is oral, although
in Yogyakarta and Solo court have developed a type of notations, but the main
purpose is to In order to save the music are not used to playing. In the gamelan
orchestra will also be distributed to music, in the beginning stage of courses are only
marked for all to get the balugan , but at a later stage due to the increasing frequency
of performances, some musical instruments playing the more complex , such as
bonang, gambang, gender, etc., members will be asked to Tejo scores of these
instruments, plus all of variations, and so marked, although the efficiency of learning
to speed up, but the members generally are overly dependent on scores of problems,
even the music has been played for some time, still need to look at playing music, or
Cheat Sheet. I have asked this question a few members; most of the answers about the
reasons are quite similar:
"Although the familiar of the song, but when I playing, it was easily
lost, and sometimes several times over and over again to forget, they
still put the notations beside for much sure ... And I always lost the
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tempo when changing each part, so if I see the notations, I can get it. "
Mantle Hood In The challenge of "Bi-musicality" This paper proposes the
primary challenge of bi-musicality develop is the training of hearing, followed
by performance enhancing technology. Taiwan students studying music since
the acceptance of Western music education model, to "see" above to learn more
than non-music learners to rapidly and correctly, and therefore to study the early
stages of gamelan can be quickly handcuffed. But in the gamelan ensemble,
whether it is Irama increase or decrease the transformation of the tempo, or
must rely on kendang to make use of different rhythmic combinations
instructions are accustomed to see scores, and look at the command of
Taiwanese students, even if the rhythm of the paragraph conversion to write in
their notations, when converted to audio when you can easily cause confusion;
The unique " colotomic " in gamelan must rely on listening to the structure of
period instruments like gong ageng, kempul, kenong, etc. to determine the
paragraph, but the members who are mostly "A section repeated three times, B
section repeated two times" in such a way to remember music playing mode, so
in practice they often have a "knock to the first few times in the end?" doubts
arise. Hood believes that a comprehensive understanding of the tradition before
they can be applied to the arts, because it means not only the understanding of
music, but also includes all arts-related, such as language, religion, society and
history. But I am learning from the gamelan orchestra considered that this level
is lacking, even in the other world music learning, such as Japan and Indian
music, students would not be forced to request or take the initiative to
understand the music and language, or music, and culture and the connections.
The author of many learning Japanese shakuhachi students who are unable to
read the traditional text spectrum, it will not read shakuhachi musical alphabet;
Japanese zither (koto) of the song as long as the Chinese zither tune into the
tone of the same type can be played ... .... Most of the students in the face of
foreign music, culture, or tend to the original on the "Music" cognition,
concepts, skills, cultural identity to understand. Bi-musicality is currently in
Tainan University of the Arts Institute of Ethnomusicology classes are still only
a theory, in practice is still quite weak.
2. The phenomenon of cross-cultural performances
Gamelan orchestra a few days ago (June 9, 2009) was held at the University
Auditorium concert, including Yogyakarta and Solo court's traditional music, from
orchestras to guide Tejo based on the Society for the traditional, integration in Central
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Java, West Java and East Java-style tracks, as well as Bali's kecak dance, and arrange
a gamelan ensemble of Chinese instruments and the encore song. n the 70 minutes of
the concert, I had asked about several day to attend the concert audience's feelings,
they discovered that more interested and impressed by the song are: Tanduk Majeng
(integration of East Java, Madura region style), Kecak (and Taiwan's traditional
ceremony for the eight combined), Kong-Fu Song (encore song, adding Chinese
musical instruments, and the "Tall in the saddle," as the theme song motivation) 3
piece. We love being the reason, the following students to cite the author and the
audience's right to talk about, for example the student C:
I: You had came to the concerts, ah, could you talk about your feelings ?
C: Very interesting! There are several songs unusual in gamelan.
I: You can tell there to see?
C: for example ... The song which have clapping and e o e (referring to
Tanduk Majeng ).
I: Oh, I also like it, do you think of what different between the gamelan
you usually heard?
C: Because I do not know if there will be clapped his hands, which in a
traditional gamelan where you rarely see and feel change is very lively,
traditional comparative dull point, and will attract, I would like to
continue to listen to other songs.
I: How about the Kecak? How effective do you think, and we performed
together with the day is the first time.
C: Effect of a very good ah, everyone liked because it is a familiar culture,
and this (Kecak) put together is very fresh.
I: So you feel like trying to count success?
C: I think there is gimmick of his performances at the time ... but because
I don’t know the connect between kecak and that, so they are actually
saw was a little baffled.
I: Do you have read the program intended to guide the songs ?
C: Oh, there is music intended to do? I did not notice yet!
T: That said that this show is based on impression of style, minimalist
approach the performance of Kecak.
C: Oh! If like that, I can understand.
T: By the way, did you like the encore song ?
C: Ha ha ha ... a little dumbfounded, but quite fun!
From the above right to talk about I sum up this three "special song" a high degree
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of acceptance because there are about two things: 1. Other than the impression given
element. 2. And familiar with the culture of integration. Such exhibitions to the mode
of making the “tradition” has been such as “modern” are usually a constant flow and
change process. The more complex is the traditional culture to become a part of
transnational mass culture, and this possibility only in the current process of
globalization to occur. Along with the process of globalization,
knowledge-transmission methods to change the media, information, networking, etc.,
but also able to make a certain area become another tradition, one of regional cultures
From the Kecak performance, we see the arranger of the Kecak, and Taiwan Eight
General’s "impression", I have asked why the selection the Eight General to combine?
Tejo had explained to me:
"Kecak is a kind of rites from Sang Hyang, which is a kind of trance
and provoke spirits of the ceremony, and I own a similar ceremony in
Taiwan is very interested in, such as don-gi, or Eight General. Since
these is somewhat similar to the rituals, why not try to perform them
together? "
For a Kong-Fu Song, Tejo had asked my opinion after completing the first
exercise, when I had suggested to reduce the number of the flute part, because
"There are too many people to carefully listen to gamelan , but also because
the relationship between the fingering too much noise. " But Tejo think that
there is not much problems, because "there is no time to explore and
accumulate a lot of Chinese music, Moreover, this is only my first attempt,
after there is more room for improvement." But I practice the piece by the
actual experience of cultural co-operation (cultural collaboration), the cultural
uniqueness is bound to need to be undone by some, such as the erhu is about the
need to reduce the chromatic tuning of the flute must be non-smooth fingering,
etc. For Taiwan's people, Eight General and Chinese music has already become
a part of popular culture, but also a distinctive impression of Taiwan's culture, a
part arranger who absorbed the experience of these cultures from passive
recipients to active producers. Breaking the traditional arts and cultural
performances or exhibitions in the past that the “authenticity ", across cultural
and national boundaries and become part of other cultures. Such performances
involve not only the authenticity of the original problem, because the original
definition of authenticity and cultural knowledge is being produced with the
times and manner of the logic of change. On the other hand also in the
globalization, the culture becomes an area of cases arising out of its office in
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another derivative case. But this possibility had to involve the cultural
stereotypes on the ground operation, in other words, how to think for each other
is a cognitive process. Here, involving not only the performers how to present
their musical, but also view / listeners how to accept their music, while still
learners perceived their learning how to focus. This is a framework of
globalization processes in the transmission of different cultures and cultural
translation issues.
Of course, a stage for performances in such cases, one would agree that as a
performance of the product, inevitably, in the original music's emphasis on
"here and now" of the ceremonial lost, whether it's Kecak or Eight General, or is
a gamelan musical instruments co-operation with China, is a culture in the way
of cultural translation as a mechanism of cultural production in the present logic
of difference and identity. Culture, especially folk music, was originally
identified as a cultural core of the state, regardless of its original social function,
aesthetic experience, costumes, rituals, and language on the meaning han lost in
the translation process, or creative are also of re-creation of a cultural cognitive
process. Because of this cultural logic is exactly what we are facing part of
everyday life, is also a culture, as those who know him, but also an
understanding of the culture of the state of self-declaration.

Figure 4: Kecak with Eight General.
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Figure 5: Kon-Fu Song.

Ⅲ. Conclusion
This article by an ethnomusicology perspective of those who study and
practice observed and participated in the gamelan music teaching system in
Taiwan, cross-border music culture phenomenon. From their own study, the
orchestra director of the teaching, as well as orchestra performances or
exhibitions, presented the results, hoping to clarify Mantle Hood made by
"Bi-musicality" Institute of National Music for those students who are facing
what could detect their own, practice, a transnational music culture phenomenon.
But I did get the results are not expected, because most of the students have the
cognitive capacity of a dual musical performance remained at the technical level,
with Hood's definition of "the understanding of not only music, but also
includes all arts-related, and such as language, religion, society, history, "still a
gap. And the musical culture in the face of non-self, we also tend to use the
original understanding of music cognition, and I order observation, "whether of
their own original music cognition, concepts, skills, cultural identity, and so to
rethink elements of combination" also differ. Two instructors in the orchestra,
the then relatively easy to see that, because the teaching field and right field as
the differences in the two is not related to self-accepted, traditional Indonesian
gamelan teaching methods to make part of the abandoned and compromise. In
the Showcase section, we will see the arranger culture with Taiwan and
Indonesia, the "traditional" as "modern" general, a constant flow and process of
change, and such a combination is not only different cultures in the transmission
process, by the in addition to culture as a medium of translation, but also as to
the manner of his audience who produce cultural identity and to reduce the
culture shock tactics. The author believes that a dual musical ability as a
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cross-cultural practice music, the way, the current majority of Taiwan folk music
school learners is still only a theory and vision of the classroom, in addition to
lack of experience other than listening for the cultural dimension of
"imagination" is also inadequate, and can therefore only be regarded as a
temporary stay in the cultural otherness of "reproduction" and had yet to
"recycling" stage.
The impulse of globalization even if the speed of cultural transmission, mode
as much as it is vital that everyone can feel. But in terms of ethnomusicology
learners, not just on the surface to receive a lot of music culture, but must be
careful to think that they are also transnational music culture as observers and
practitioners, in the study of cultural otherness, we must also look at those
Culture is central to their own culture ─ or simple terms, the impact on the
researchers themselves and identify with the process, so in the study should be
able to establish their own position more clearly ─ "cultural heritage, heritage
and promotion of persons."
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The theory of “Culture Performance”
The category of “performance” comprises rituals, festivals, literary works,
public spectacles, sports, play, music, theatre productions, and other events,
both ordinary and exceptional. For critics like semantic theorist Milton Singer,
such performative acts serve as expressions of a broader cultural system, with
each instance of performance delineating a frame within which particular
cultural signs can be identified and interpreted.
Here I try to use Richard Schechner’ concept-- the so-called Entertainment /
Efficacy, and Victor Turner called Liminality (communitas) / Liminoid and
Clifford Geertz's concept of deep play, etc., to explore the "From ritual to
theater and cultural interpretation of the symbolic action," the possibility of the
results and blind spot.
Whether it is "ritual performance," or "aesthetic of performance," from the
United States anthropologist Milton Singer (1912-1994) point of view, are
"Cultural Performance" In his book "When a great tradition of modern time:
Indian civilization, anthropology research methods" (Singer, Milton. When a
Great Tradition Modernizes: An Anthropological Approach to Indian
Civilization. NY: Praeger Publishers Inc., 1972.) In the that the "Cultural
Performance" includes both of the theater, concerts, lectures, at the same time,
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including prayer, reading and recitation of rituals, rituals and ceremonies,
festivals, and all those we usually classified as a religion and ritual rather than
culture and things like the arts, he also believes that "Cultural Performance" is
at the center of the culture over and over about to happen, they are "package"
(encapsulate) the concern of cultural information, but people also get to know
them through performance the concept of implied content. He and Victor
Turner (1920-1983) and Clifford Geertz (1926-2006), these three well-known
American anthropologist, for "Cultural Performance" study, the academic
context can be largely retrospective French sociologist James Dole Dry (Émile
Durkheim, 1858-1917) of the masterpiece " The Elementary Forms of the
Religious Life: A Study in Religious Sociology ", Durkheim that the society is
invisible and abstract, But when the people through the ceremony together and
will adopt a series of symbols and a series of symbolic actions, then the
adoption of this dramatic form, people may reach for the understanding of
social relations, these events (especially ritual) in relation to become a
symbolic show of social forces, that is, if you want to understand a society,
what is important is how the structure, the best way is to understand its
ceremony.
Victor Turner French ethnographer Arnold van Gennep (1873-1957) of the
"conversion ceremony" (rites of passage) mode ─ that is separated before the
conversion (seperation), conversion of the intermediary (liminality, or
translated as "threshold "and the" circles "," intermediate sex "," intermediate
state ", etc.), converted to re-polymerization (reincorporation) ─ , based on
continuous in-depth study of one of the" intermediate "(Turner, Victor. The
Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1969. pp.
94-97.), that at the intermediate stage, the show is neither here nor in this state
or other cultural space, due to the presence of such a lack of clarity does not
determine the characteristics of, they were shown a variety of symbolic means,
and through the ritual of handling, so the symbol, the intermediate state is often
death, conception, invisible, dark, bisexual, wilderness, such as eclipse or a
lunar eclipse together. And as ritual gifts who have nothing, no status, no
property, no logo, the passive is a passive and humble manner, and must
unconditionally obey the order to teach those who also complain to accept the
punishment, are relegated, is rolling until those conditions are the same gifts,
and was re-shaped to obtain additional capacity or power to adapt to a new
phase in life. Presented here is both humble also sacred, not only homogeneous
but also equitable, neither has the status of the edge of a mixture, there is no
organization, things I Heaven and Man, Victor Turner called "fusion"
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(communitas, or translated as "community "). Compared to it, the theater
belongs to "intermediary" (liminoid, or transliterated as "If you've got from the
fans") state, which he and Milton Singer is not the same place, Milton Singer
(1972) will be ceremonies and theater are all as a "Cultural Performance", and
Victor Turner (1969) believes that there are still some distinctions between the
both.
What is “Liminality”?
Liminality (from the Latin word līmen, meaning "a threshold") The liminal
state is characterized by ambiguity, openness, and indeterminacy. One's sense
of identity dissolves to some extent, bringing about disorientation. Liminality is
a period of transition where normal limits to thought, self-understanding, and
behavior are relaxed - a situation which can lead to new perspectives.
People, places, or things may not complete a transition, or a transition
between two states may not be fully possible. Those who remain in a state
between two other states may become permanently liminal.
During the liminal stage, normally accepted differences between the
participants, such as social class, are often de-emphasized or ignored. A social
structure of communitas forms: one based on common humanity and equality
rather than recognized hierarchy. For example, during a pilgrimage, members
of an upper class and members of a lower class might mix and converse as
equals, when in normal life they would rarely converse at all or their
conversation might be limited to giving or receiving orders.
For a simple example, the liminality in the ritual like a college graduation
ceremony, the liminal phase can actually be extended to include the period of
time between when the last assignment was finished (and graduation was
assured) all the way through reception of the diploma. That no man's land
represents the limbo associated with liminality. The stress of accomplishing
tasks for college has been lifted. Yet, the individual has not transitioned to a
new stage in life (psychologically or physically). The result is a unique
perspective on what has come before, and what may come next.
It can include the period between when a couple get engaged and their
marriage or between death and burial, for which cultures may or may not have
set ritual observances. Even sexually liberated cultures would make it strongly
taboo for an engaged spouse to have sex with another person during this time,
versus the milder taboo of cheating on a lover.
When a marriage proposal is initiated there is a liminal stage between the
question and the answer during which the social arrangements of both parties
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involved are subject to transformation and inversion; a sort of "life stage
limbo" so to speak in that the affirmation or denial can result in multiple and
diverse outcomes.
In ethnographic research, the researcher is often in a liminal state when he or
she is both participating in the culture and observing the culture. The researcher
must consider the self in relation to others and his or her positioning in the
culture being studied.
In many cases, greater participation in the group being studied can lead to
increased access of cultural information and greater in-group understanding of
experiences within the culture. However increased participation also blurs the
role of the researcher in data collection and analysis. Often a researcher that
engages in fieldwork as a "participant" or "participant-observer" occupies a
liminal state where he/she is a part of the culture, but also separated from the
culture as a researcher. This liminal state of being betwixt and between is
emotional and uncomfortable as the researcher uses self-reflexivity to interpret
field observations and interviews.
Some scholars argue that ethnographers are present in their research,
occupying a liminal state, regardless of their participant status. Justification for
this position is that the researcher as a "human instrument" engages with
his/her observations in the process of recording and analyzing the data. A
researcher, often unconsciously, selects what to observe, how to record
observations and how to interpret observations based on personal reference
points and experiences. For example, even in selecting what observations are
interesting to record, the researcher must interpret and value the data available.
In order to explore the liminal state of the researcher in relation to the culture,
self-reflexivity and awareness are important tools to reveal researcher bias and
interpretation.
Clifford Geertz's "deep play" will be the text of the concept of culture, and
regarded as the concept of semantics to carry out the various anthropological
interpretation of the text and interpretation; this way can easily lead to
fragmentation and the fragments of the history of the problems, the text for
anthropology, Clifford Geertz did not provide the interpretation of strengths
and weaknesses of the sub-quasi Moreover is that he only told the people why
the cultural fabric of the past, but such a culture can not tell people exactly how
to construct the structure out, who is normative the cultural function and
meaning; In addition, Victor Turner for " liminality" studies tend to emphasize
the human symbol of the sociological study of sexuality and rarely touch the
"intermediary" is more psychological analysis of the side; This may be can be
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said that the concept of application of these studies need to pay attention to
blind spots.

A example of culture performance in Taiwan
Indigenous identity movement since the 1980s, the 1990s dynasty, Taiwan,
at least to a "original dancers," "China and Taiwan Aboriginal Culture and Arts
Association", "Mountain Dance," "great singer singing Ami Group "," pestle
Culture & Arts Group "," geo-cultural troupe of the original "and other
Aboriginal song and dance performance group. (Tianzhe Yi, "Taiwan
aboriginal songs and dances", Taipei: Wu Ling Publishing Limited. Pages
349-358.) According to anthropologist Hu Tai-li, Academia Sinica in Taiwan
in the emerging realities of Aboriginal song and dance performance groups
study generally can be roughly divided into three categories: 【1】 amateur
groups. Generate a population of settlements, this song and dance performance
groups for those interested in the convener, gathered a number of Serbs, ethnic
song and dance rehearsals to the main content of the program, the outside
world when they are invited to notify the tribe involved in the interim they
were not in regular practice The programs are rarely updated, limited funding,
no fixed plan of learning and performance, but also the burden of living
without the maintenance of member (or simply could not afford), its
performance is hard to demanding, often those in charge to make some
arrangement of any invitation to meet the tastes of entertainment, artists are not
necessarily good at singing and dancing in the tribe of the family, not
necessarily presented in the culture of the ethnic essence, holding the audience
most of novelty to watch the mind to see their performances, not necessarily
performing in-depth understanding of cultural context, performance groups
rarely make an effort to prepare information to help viewers understand the
show's content. 【 2 】 subsidiary in the tourism industry in professional
organizations. By the operator contribution to support a performing group,
regular fixed-point year in year to perform for tourists enjoy, because
recruitment of tourists, entertainment and tourist purposes, operators often ask
the team's performance style and content to be lively stimulus is fun will be the
nature of Do not pay attention to whether the indigenous culture of the
appropriate form of presentation, and the operators spent more than focusing
only on profits and not willing to bet research and gathering funds to enrich the
content of their performances.【3】 public sector entity affiliated groups.
Adequate public budget, without relying on tourism revenue to maintain the
member's life and training funds, more can be serious, practical learning and
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performance, but very easy to survive in the absence of competitive pressures
in the environment, and just does not seek to develop and breakthrough
performances The quality of assessment is usually unaffected, and no
community performing arts groups, professional standards requirements. (Hu
Tai-li, "Performance and Aboriginal culture", Taipei: Linking, 2003. Pages
482-483.)
As mentioned above, the "original dancers," is neither ethnic amateur
performance groups within the village, nor a subsidiary of a fixed place of
tourism performance team, which was originally called "original dance group"
(December 1990), edge Recreation in a company to set up Taiwan's ethnic and
cultural song and dance, and then arrange tours to the mainland, but the
company receives an Aboriginal teacher Ke as the convener, the Native Writers
Wu Chin shift the jealous friend raise wage The training was funded with
contributions from all the appropriation, members roll up our sleeves to
complete the dissolution of a public performance, the audience response,
members voted to expel them a "Teacher Ko", re-established, "the former
dancer" (April 1991) , in the interested parties (such as Hu Tai-li, Chen
Jincheng, Huang Chin-Ping Heng) obligations of assistance (including
academic, administrative) and the drop in the bucket of government subsidies,
the business has. (Hu Tai-li, "Cultural Performance and the indigenous people
of Taiwan", Taipei: Linking, 2003. Pages 483-484.)
Then we are focusing on the "aboriginal ceremonies onto to the National
Theatre stage as the representative of the modern" and "will become a ritual
performance aesthetics of performance," can be found in the back of this
statement seems to hide the "original inhabitants vs Han Chinese, "" tribe vs
state "," local vs central, "" traditional vs modern "," natural vs man-made, ""
Ritual vs Theatre, "" effectiveness vs Entertainment "(" efficacy "vs."
entertainment " ), "sacred vs secular" and so the concept of binary opposition,
ceremony rituals of indigenous people, the multiple functions, can dialogue
with the ancestors, you can celebrate the harvest, health can die, you can stay
out of trouble, you can performance style of living, can the spirit of the statute
and ethics groups, but also on behalf of growth and change in ethnic
self-consciousness is not only a manifestation of cultural identity is also the
homeland of mind.
If we as examples of the original dancers in their April 1994, after 18 months
of the study (November 1992-April 1994), a go-between in Hu Tai-li. I think
her approach is to Clifford Geertz in "cultural interpretation" (The
Interpretation of Cultures) book called "dense description" ( thick descrption)
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and "Deep Play" (deep play)), the Hsinchu County's Wufeng Township,
Saisiyat "dwarf Festival" collection from the field), the National Theater in
"The dwarves of caution." This paragraph from the field to the stage of the
process, difficulties, including to where to begin? Time and money enough?
Local people willing to teach the most precious songs to outsiders? What to
teach members who were converted? Intentionally or unintentionally, they add
their own members, what? Ins and outs of why each song? In what situations
on behalf of the village sing? The sacred rituals of their suitability to stage
performance? Will not distort the cultural or ethnic group against the interests
of local people? What kind of training should inspire all the members up to that
kind of standard? And so on. Short spirit is Saisiyat the most important rituals,
legends, ancient settlements in Saisiyat had dwarves, teach them Saisiyat
farming technology, crop harvest each year when the tribe will be invited to
come view the dwarf seed crop situation; said to dwarf force, then longer than
witchcraft, often bullying Saisiyat, particularly good fishing color, like the
molestation of women Saisiyat, Saisiyat they deplored their only Thanksgiving,
finally a woman was subject to abuse incident, co-designed a trick clan, will
dwarf all knocked out and destroyed their river deep, leaving only two dwarves
survived, but also left a curse, so Saisiyat bumper crops year after year no
longer for This is an annual ceremony, ritual dwarf spirits. However, the
package passed down substantial short spirit and song structure (15, a total of
34, 229, 17 kinds of transform tunes, as well as three kinds of repeated
patterns), not many people would sing, From Ying Ling, Yan Ling, Yu Ling, to
the by-Ling, to send spirits to four days and three nights straight through the
night to dance with. (Ming Li-kuo, "the rituals of Taiwan Aborigines", Taipei:
Taiwan, the original, 1989. Pages 103-105.) Set of offerings that song is not for
entertainment, but includes such veteran's Reminder admonition dwarves,
dwarves and Saisiyat twisted by the rack for the easy life tribe's lament, the
survival of life expectations of reproduction, and Saisiyat pious prayer.
For participation in learning short spirit of the original dance songs and
performances planned work schedule Hu Tai-li, she's motivated by the
"communication", "Inheritance" and "communication", hope that through stage
performance with artistic appeal form, the study was To convey to the general
public understanding, so that they are moving performances, the naturally
respect the indigenous cultures of heart and cared for, expect that by carefully
studying the field performances caused by itself, can move Aboriginal artists
and local indigenous people, providing them with the performances that mirror
the beauty of aboriginal culture to generate new realization, thus enhancing
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self-esteem and self-confidence, commitment to cultural heritage. This and the
general academic field of human participant observation methods are very
different, compared to the traditional "objective observation" and
"involvement" and "not affected" and "not active", Hu Tai-li instead to actively
intervene participation of those who launched the event, arranged by the role
with the media itself; but also because of her experience involved participation
in performances, causing her to deeply understand the true performances of
different cultures have different views and interpretations, and the impact of the
researchers, the media were , Artist's interaction with that group, she found the
same in the face of a sacred ritual singing and dancing performances problems
Saisiyat to "blend of" (communitas) of the cultural reality, that is true and
performances, and I base line with his group is ambiguous, in contrast to their
experience Paiwan "five Ji" learning experience, is "differentiated" (seperation)
cultural reality, the main feature is real and staged, I group the line with his
group clear. Dwarf in the Saisiyat festival, often because of mistakes, offense,
fault, sin, etc., continue to appear to resolve an apology ceremony (hemaon),
even as Hu Tai-li this foreigner, also in the field collection process, to match
Summer Serbs did apologize several times to resolve the ceremony, such as
dwarves without this sacrifice on the collection of plants, in the course of the
ceremony, Saisiyat did not aliens from its regulatory practices in the segments
out ceremony, which let in when under Hu Tai-li Saisiyat feel like a member of
the boundaries of ethnic groups across theMutual recognition, respect, and
tolerance statute, which is Victor Turner has pointed out, the type of cultural
performance, not only reflect (reflect) the social system or cultural morphology,
it also has a reflective (reflexive) and interaction (Reciprocal) effect, make
people aware of the nature and significance of their own survival. （ Turner,
Victor. The Anthropology of Performance. NY: PAJ Publications, 1988. pp.
22. ） (Turner, Victor. The Anthropology of Performance. NY: PAJ
Publications, 1988. Pp. 22.)
Hu Tai-li clear to Saisiyat, said the troupe's performances can not sing the
whole song festival dwarves, the combination arrangement will select a
paragraph each song performances, the stage will have plants on both sides of
slides and captions are by dwarves play out the summer festival introduces
competition, rather than offering to do the dwarves. Here to point out a very
important concept, "Introduction do not just provide ", and so we can then
continue until the binary oppositions continue to extend further:" Dwarves vs
Dwarves Reminders Festival "," do vs Introduction, "" participation vs watch,
"" is vs like "(" is "vs." as if ")," reality vs illusion "(" real "vs." illusory "),"
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Faith vs pretend "(" belief "vs." make believe ")," presented vs Reproduction
"(" presentation "vs." representation ")," there was vs here now "(" there and
then "vs." here and now "), etc. and so on.
In order to "aboriginal ceremonies onto to the National Theatre stage as the
representative of the modern" and "will become a ritual performance aesthetics
of performance," former dancer to be carried out on the National Theatre
Saisiyat short spirit and reconstruction of cultural context: who made the
original dance of hip bell on the line with the traditional bamboo, the modern
game as the summer people do not use the modified steel, so the stage
accompanied by sustained hip bell sound hiding the song; buy cotton clothing
is stained, then please North Saisiyat the only organization in the traditional
weaving patterns of the mother and daughter three staff completed more than a
plain texture; former dancer has spent months training in a group of aboriginal
college students to perform, but also teach college mountain services Team of
the Han students learn 23 songs for which, by their audience before the show
tied to miscanthus, and to help the audience to see the lyrics, with the second
stage of the first songs for members to practice and gradually enter the dwarves
Songs of the structure, tone, and subtitles transmitted throughout the
intelligence legend dwarf Festival. After the performance began. Performed
near the end of the second half back, breaking the "Taiwan alder" (follow
instructions deacon replaced with other trees, on Saisiyat, the very outsiders
may use real property or to sing the sacred songs for the whole set into the
stage really sacred field, namely, Richard Schechner so-called "effectiveness"
─ efficacy) of the farewell song and dance, and then the troupe members sang
jump from the Theatre Square, outside the theater, this time the Han Chinese
college students joined the dance circle, the audience As of the outdoors, feel
close to the open field dwarf dance festival atmosphere. Although the show is
an imitation of dwarves sacrifice, but by design the form of stage performance
ever attempt to impress the audience, stage performances, whether indoors or
outdoors, is also out of deliberately manufacturing a real, rather than the race
replica of the summer festival tribal dwarves.
In this case inside, we can see when the original dancers in the study hope to
be close to Saisiyat ritual song and dance performance of the original flavor
and spirit, but the performances on the stage with the performers who through
the arrangement of the interpretation is reflected in Performance were
constructed with the paradigm of virtual conception of the true; dwarf Festival,
part of the sign and symbol replaced by other thing though, but still retain their
cultural meaning and spirit, we also see is the situation of remodeling the
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original creators of new and reconstruction of the ceremony, so that the stage of
indigenous rituals and modern theater technologies used to produce cultural
integration, even if not integration, but also with different cultural contacts and
dialogue, which is beyond the contemporary nature of dispute avoidance and
coordination, while This process of mutual understanding and respect for
learning inside, this is "from ritual to theater of symbolic action and cultural
interpretation," one of the possibilities. In addition, Hu Tai-li in summing up
the experience of summer when the race that the troupe's performance of the
Wufeng Saisiyat actual dwarves dance festival have more direct impact, "has
group" and "his group" has the opportunity to blend, performance can not only
participate in a formal ceremony to help to sing, and inspired many young
people to practice hard Saisiyat dwarf songs for both exchanges have a special
relationship, obtained in an interactive process, positive or negative
experiences are valuable, it may be said to researchers, performers, Aboriginal
community, the audience multi-win-win results.
However, compared to other Aboriginal song and dance groups, the former
dancer is considered a good quality, but look in the eyes of Hu Tai-li, it still has
some worries, such as the treatment member can extend how long little will
power, not easy to get understanding and support of family and relatives,
Aboriginal song and dance rituals and cultural workers, family origin issues
collected

Figure 1: original dancers (from: www.ntdtv.comxtrb520080915a197812.html)
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Figure 2: original dancers (from: http://fasdt.hohayan.net.tw/picture/spot/22377780.jpg)

Figure 3: original dancers (from: http://turik.amis.net.tw/picture/weblink/42408666.jpg)
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理論組主修
期末報告

Male or female, to suppress ─ from Ken Hirai "Elegy" of Japan's
modern society views men and women
Tseng, Wei-Lin
0920305411
ISI Jogyakarta Pascasarjana
Abstract
In modern society, men and women both in the Sex or Gender on the line has
gradually blurred the tendency, but the view of popular music in particular, be
discovered or used as a topic of male to female point of view by the interpretation of
songs, even for the most widely accepted and recognized women, this phenomenon
worth studying.
Japan, due to national character, by their essentially patriarchal social system is, to
men than women to the lofty, so when Ken Hirai female perspective sang the song
"Elegy", the cause of the temporary topic. Of course, this song though is in line with
the movie "Love in Exile," the theme song done, but it has also joined the Ken Hirai's
own views are male sexuality in which? This article from the songs and lyrics
themselves, and the MV in the performance of symbols, supported by feminist theory,
of the Japanese modern society views men and women and gender oppression, men
from the traditional view, of male lust done on , and written in such a view songs in a
patriarchal society in Japan, the acceptance and recognition.

Keywords: elegy, feminism, patriarchy, sexuality repressed, symbols
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I. About Ken Hirai
Ken Hirai (1972 to~), the Japanese singer, known as the King of Japanese
nationals. Born in Osaka, Higashi-Osaka City, Mie Prefecture Nabari great mayor.
Graduated from Yokohama City University Business Faculty. In recent years, the
music of his songs much attention in East Asia, of which "the old clock," "Light
closed his eyes," "overlap in the mind before the ..." and many more music more to
his career once again pushed peak.
Stage debut (1992 ~ 1994): Ken Hirai times in college, he formed called "yaya"
Band. He was also the West Shinjuku's "21st Century" Live House in trying to act as
singer. Until 1992, he joined the Sony BMG Music (Sony BMG) The annual draft
will be held, people stand out from the 7500, then in 1993 signed a contract with Sony
BMG, the early still the main composer arranger. Until before 1995, he had been
released without any record, only once monthly for the Harajuku RUIDO Live.
Development stage (1995 ~ 1999): In the May 13, 1995 issued a debut first single
"Precious Junk", although the issue as a Japanese TV drama theme song, but the first
single letter in the Japanese Oricon album chart only public maximum 50. After the
year 2000 and then released six singles, most of them are advertising as a theme song
for Japanese TV drama or issue, but the results are unsatisfactory, mainly because it
was Ken Hirai to take away half-baked pop music line, the competition is so fierce in
the Japanese arts community is not prominent. At the same time in 4 years, also began
organizing several concerts, including concerts on "Ken's Bar". "Ken's Bar" concert in
the form of a distinctive style5, this concert is the first style in Japan, is also popular
audience. At the same time, he also served as DJ, VJ, and actor.
Turning point and laid the position of stage (2000 ~ 2005): In 2000, Ken Hirai has
been plunged into crisis in record sales, due to release the album in the year 2000
results are not satisfactory, had intended the first eight single "Paradise"
unsatisfactory sales when turning behind the scenes development. However, this
single, it became a turning point. The Japanese singer Hikaru Utada music started to
spread by the female R & B style of music. This time female singer in this field of
music dominated the J-pop6, but are absent in this line of male singers of songs. Ken
Hirai think that this is the music he became famous in Japan, a great opportunity, so
Paradise has become his single male singer to R & B style brought to the touchstone
of the Japanese music scene.
Song launched, quickly became a player in Japan, the highest rate of radio stations
around the songs, record public trust in Japan Oricon chart record for the first time
into the top 10, and has total sales of 600,000, the victorious over Japan to Ken Hirai
5
6

Unplugged, which means a simple instrumental accompaniment.
Including Mai Kuraki, A.K., and others.
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Meanwhile, East Asia has also attracted the attention of music, more amazing by the
Japanese media whirlwind for the Ken Hirai. In Japan, belong to the same song was
then the Japanese study audio (Ken-On Group) arts firm actress Makiko angle Jiang
praised highly, and volunteered for the song in TV ads as the show, so that song more
well-known, also goes to be seen as the promotion of research and sound strategy for
success stories.
After the recordings issued by Ken Hirai are given very good results. At the same
time, he also began to expand overseas market, outside of Japan (New York, New
York, etc.) have had numerous concert and was well received throughout the
evaluation. In 2003, he was in New York, "MTV Unplugged Live" on the show,
became the first Japanese male singers performing as well.
Singles released in 2003, "the old clock," the singer Ken Hirai career advanced to
the next level. This is the first song from the 1876 United States adapted from music,
public confidence in Japan Oricon album won the first championship for 4 weeks, 8
weeks straight into the top 10, the cumulative sales of 850,000, becoming the year
singles sales one of the top ten. Song while the music of Japan in the same year again
aroused attention, becoming the most popular songs.
After that, Ken Hirai in Japan has become the leading male singer, but he still insists
on its own line of music creation and brought personal style concert "Ken's Bar"
compiled and released. In the same year, he became CNN "MUSIC ROOM" the first
Japanese guests were invited to perform. The program has 200 million 3 million
people watching. Foreign reviews have praised Ken Hirai of strong vocals, and that if
the Ken Hirai turn to sing English songs, will be able to successfully open the
European markets. Ken Hirai always insisted that only in Japanese Music and Lyrics,
has always been regarded in Japan as their most important market.
In 2004, as the film "Love in the center of the world shouting," the theme song
released twenty singles, "Light closed his eyes," so Ken Hirai's career rose to peak
success. Public confidence in the Japanese Oricon album chart, the highest ranked No.
2, and total sales exceeded 1 million, the year the first year singles sales. The song
and the movie to each other had become a social phenomenon in Japanese society.
Song at the same time to make Ken Hirai's position in the Asian market and further
enhance, known as the King of East Asian music scene. Ken Hirai song that became
popular throughout Asia, except Japan, outside of the, especially in China, Hong
Kong, Macao, Taiwan, Korea and other places have accumulated a lot of fans.
Ken Hirai 2005, the tenth anniversary of his debut, holding the national tour, the
response had been. Launched at the end the same year "into a silly love song (Song
Information found on grades posted) Ken Hirai years of full featured" out several
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times after launch, total sales broke the 2,000,000 copies and became the full year
2006 sales in Japan album chart title.
Harvest and the breakthroughs in transition phase (2006 -2007): 2006 Ken
Hirai significantly reduced production than in previous years, but he was running by
the end of 2005 the single "POP STAR" popular, successful public letter to board the
Japanese Oricon album chart title location. Song of the genre, and Ken Hirai in his
music video style performances were Ken Hirai transformation as a major
breakthrough. Ken Hirai has openly said he wants to be an idol singer, broke through
the framework of a singer. The "POP STAR" and "Bye My Melody" Ken Hirai two
albums can be regarded as an excellent example of successful transition. Ken Hirai
also comment that the transformation, but the policy to comply with record companies
and the Japanese arts community with "When the icon to send the most money,"
about the main trends.
But the experience of one year transition period, the rest after the Ken Hirai
Starting in 2007, The beginning of 2007, Ken Hirai I return to the introduction of the
new single "Elegy" as a Japanese film company Toho film "Love in Exile," the theme
song. Japan's NTV television station for the winter is a new Japanese TV drama
"Queen of Enka" lead singer of the theme song "is like you," and was released the
same year on February 28th song of the single disc. This is Ken Hirai eighth sing the
theme song for the Japanese TV drama.
II. the media system of encoding and decoding
To explore the "Elegy" is intended to convey the female perspective is required
prior to the first mode of discourse on the media to understand. I intend to use Stuart
Hall's system code and decode the pattern to make the misery of the media for
analyzing the text before the first of Meaning.

Meaningful discourse

Encoding

Decoding

Significance of
produce 1

Significance of
produce 2
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Figure 1: Hall's system code and the decoding mode

Awareness of this model problem is the media about the significance of the main
building, the production of these paper produced by the system during the different
stages (moments) of. Produced in the media, the institutionalization of the process,
meaning that the "system code" discussion after the performance in different forms,
but this is not a closed ideological system, because the production process actually
contains conflict. After the significance of the structure after the system code to
provide the next level once again the significance of the structure of production, that
is, the decoding process of the audience. Encoding and decoding system does not
need to completely match, that is, the audience understood the meaning and
significance of communicators do not need to pass the same. Indeed, this
"misunderstanding" is very common, because "meaning interpretation is based on
sources discussed with 『the recipient codes used in the system are not the same.
Called『distortion and misunderstanding』 『are significance from both sides did not
produce the same result of (Hall, 1973:131, for the original coarse bold added)
The "system code and decode" mode is the key media system and media discourse
is the common audience produced results, not of any single system and a personal
nature, we but one rooted in existing power and discursive structure in the social
process. Gledhill(1988) Gledhill (1988) had said this referred to as " cultural
negotiation " , including the media system, text and audience, and others.
System-level coordination of the media because the media organizations in conflict
arising from the reference structure, such as professional and aesthetic logic, based on
the "creativity" and pay attention to commercial interests, the coordination between
the operators. Text-level coordination is of the same text has different meanings
related to the reason and the same text may have different meaning, one may produce
conflicts led system itself; it may be the same text, symbols and codes between the
hard- caused by the interaction prediction. This "text" natural harmony will be
reflected in the media discourse of the reception surface, in other words, the audience
of the use and interpretation of the text and produce similar or belong to its own new
text.
Hall of the model used to view on feminism and media, we get a question: how the
media discusses gender different "phase" produce meaning? In this paper is to explore
the "Elegy" for example, discusses the significance of gender in the production
processes ─ film's publicity, idol singer of the theme song of the concert and MV
filming. ─ the original or in the text of the description of the novel, or a description of
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the theme song lyrics. Or in the audience's reception stage ─ produced these media
objects 11 after receiving a reflection? Then the chapter will go into.
III. Writing background of “Elegy”
Theme song refers to movies, television dramas, stage plays, or animation, on
behalf of or to reflect the major works of the spirit of the songs or music, the audience
can also hear a theme song, the association works to the plot. "Elegy" is Ken Hirai on
January 17, 2007 issued an EP, this song is also the film "Love in Exile," the movie
theme song by Ken Hirai I read the original novel and film script on their own lyrics
composition. In the song, the first female perspective Ken Hirai lyrics written to echo
the original film's central theme of the novel and ─ "pure love." However, this
reference to "pure love" does not refer to the spirit of pure good boys and girls love,
but rather the combination of body and spirit in the extreme. "Banishment of love to,"
Mr. Watanabe for this novel of such a description:
The hero works from that found "the ultimate love", that is very ecstasy
of sex, and men and women the most fundamental difference, is precisely
reflected in the sex aspect. Compared to women in the sex after pregnancy,
children and other prospects, seemingly violent sex men can get away with
it a rapid dispirited, thinking also followed in the blocking state. This
fundamental difference, no one had ever been written in the novel.
(Watanabe, 2006)
Watanabe good at describing love between men and women, especially
middle-aged generation immorality love, among the general in the 45-year-old actor,
has considerable economic base, well-educated, have a certain social status, taste,
with nature, inner feelings without losing young. In the story, it is often the cause of
the situation is slightly subtle, or creativity drying up, or being marginalized in the
personnel changes, the daily pressures of life under the tedious need for a
breakthrough; heroine is often more than 30 years, "elegant female" independence,
independence, physical experience matures, the male lead is matched her need to love
each new state. "Banishment of love to" have the same production in this context:
trouble-writer Murao Kikuji have three children and housewives in Hong winter
romance between immorality. In order to rendezvous with the Kikuji, Dong Hong
throwing her husband and children, and is given almost never experienced sexual
pleasure crazy. With the death of Dong-Xiang, their affair eventually revealed to the
world, the novel's scenes are also moved to the court, the real world after all, between
men and women can not understand the affair, issued Kikuji only cries of despair.
Watanabe, many from the spy out the novel can be, whether aspire toward or cause
major topics before the "Paradise Lost", male and female in pursuit of "pure love" ─
purely love, have chosen a way of death. Film and "Paradise Lost", same as the
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"immorality", "Love and Death" as keywords to attract viewers, also have explicit sex
scenes. Movie star is a pair of middle-aged men and women have families, the man
who distinguished career but now depressed unsuccessful, only know how to work the
woman has a husband, a lack of warmth, the two fall in love can not leave a pond and
appears to have the " Paradise Lost "is quite similar in structure. Even in the title, the
"love exile to" love once again link up with the crime, indicating the devastating
outcome of dramatis personae. Only in the "love exile to" in the course of Watanabe
also will focus on the heroine of this winter in Hong him. “Love me, kill me!" These
alarming words but full of strong emotions that run through this novel, the film and
the theme song of this article discussed the core idea is also to be explored Watanabe,
"pure love." The main character works often take orders from the body's instinct,
when the two men peaked when the love, Watanabe, he does not give people a better
outcome envisaged ─ marriage. Because he believes that this violates the social ethics
of love, a flower, but the results will be changed to a passive love, plain gender
relations, not hot combustion; so let them die at the peak of happiness, on the other
hand to view, such actions also represent the rebirth of love. (Watanabe, 2006) and
such descriptions are just with the Japanese national character consistent with the
view of death.
The novel's concern for women is men's sensory imagination by the intermediary,
through third-person narrative point of view men, so that readers feel the woman's
desire is to be developed with robust; but occasionally mentioned in the novel the
heroine is not ethical for love and indulge in sensual remorse heart, very few women
mentioned the role of psychological feelings. This choice of narrative point of view,
resulting in female sexuality has been presented in an indirect manner, which makes
female sexuality itself is like an ultimate secret ─ Any person who wants to know, but
can not find the correct answer. This, as Freud put forward the view of women is like
the Dark Continent, Watanabe also trying to actor's imagination to get the answer, but
only deepened the unsolvable nature of the secret. This can be daisy rule when an
appointment to meet with the winter was the winter of Hong Hong's sudden disruption
of the family, the chrysanthemum rule be seen manifested anxious because he can
only imagine the passion of Hong entangled with winter, but can not really understand
her heart and the actual family situation, which in turn has been living in fear like the
fear and miss affair exposed the mood in Hong winter.
Meanwhile, the novel also reflects the desire of power relations between men and
women. In "Love in Exile", the winter Ju Hong had just one rule of the fans, because
the friend was able to met Xiangzi presentation. Beginning of winter in Hong
initiative to provide mobile phone number and email address, and the intention is
simply to touch the hearts of worship writers go further, but Kikuji in turn use this to
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take advantage of the pursuit of winter fragrance, and the lure (or semi-forced-type)
and winter in Hong He further into the relationship between men and women. From
the plot development, it seems to be in control of the status of chrysanthemum rule,
but when winter fragrant female sexuality has been developed, together with her
husband's violence, from the previous winter in Hong passive into active flirting with,
or even make bold demands. As winter gradually grasp of autonomy Hong, she has
been on the exploration of sexuality is different from the first rule must be guided by
the chrysanthemum, but transformed into an endless exploration of power relations at
this time the two men already reversed a winter incense ─ Kikuji desire to further
highlight the "Tools." Dong-Ju Hong even asked her about governance in peak time
"kill me", "grabbed my neck," and Kikuji also briefly laryngeal behavior. This winter,
Hong's statement was "too good to die like that ... I want to go with you.", Her passion
for the pursuit of life and death have been crossing the border to. Kikuji face this
winter in Hong physiological and psychological state, has the effect of psychological
fear and inferiority. This shows that the "love exile to" give the reader a vague
ambivalence: on the one hand is the fear of losing male love affair of tragedy; the
other hand, the potential desire to face the fear of love. Male sexuality is presented as
a closed inverted triangle: looks ferocious, but a bin will quickly weary; and female
sexuality is at the bottom of an open triangle: first simple, but once developed will be
endless. Just reflected, Watanabe's explanation for this department works.
In the novel the most subversive observation, which is the role of women, the
"normal" family life to maintain, depends on another space-time outside the home.
This is enough to shake the stability of everyday life and the foundation of a
patriarchal society; anthropology and feminist scholars have pointed out that under a
patriarchal society, women in the family, is played by the object of exchanges in the
role, but also to maintain the stability of the operation of patriarchal society. In Japan
this very patriarchal society, highlight the writing of female desire is obviously a kind
of "anti-social" type of writing: negative writing (écriture féminine), which
emphasizes the so-called "positive writing" (which is the general traditional writing)
of the break with the opposition, so it demands, is to "shake the traditional phallic
discourse center, breaking the close binary oppositions, the liberation of women's
sexual pleasure (Feminine Jouissance)" (Moi 1985:102), but not limited to a style
stylistic changes. This method can also be written instructions on female sexuality in a
positive description of the development potential of female flesh occasion, not
consciously reveal "the fear of men", when the female desire to be released by the
authors writing after the second element in the symbol (The Symbolic Order) had
already detached from the main body of the clamp, resulting in the language of the
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slip and made the sign with the meaning of the text itself is already crossed, the writer
can not expect the result.
IV. "Elegy" contents of the lyrics7 and MV8
Ken Hirai told magazine "TV Pia" interview that this is his first time with a
decadent sense of style to write love songs, love the "table" side makes purification,
sublimation, but there are "in" side, The expression of the love he brought to despair,
to despair in the name of pleasure. First, from the lyrics Ken Hirai parts of the female
point of view.
Elegy ( エレジー )
しがみついた背中に

そっと爪を立てて

私を刻み込んだ

もっと 夢の中へ

ひらひら 舞い散る
ゆらゆら 彷徨い
その手で

花びらがひとつ
逝き場を無くした

その手で

何度も何度も

私を壊して

汗ばむ淋しさを

重ね合わせ

眩しくて見えない
いつか滅び逝く

あなたの愛で

この病に名前が

あれば楽になれる

はみ出すことが怖い

どうか

ひらひら

舞い散る

ゆらゆら

彷徨い

この手で

この手で

あなたを見つけた

何度も

あなたを汚して
あなたに溺れて
不安と悦び

波打ちながら

私を突き刺す

いつか消えて逝く

この想いならば

今引き裂いて

何度も

あなたの愛で

その手で

私を壊して

汗ばむ淋しさを

重ね合わせ

いつか滅び逝く

8

私を汚して

何度も

眩しくて見えない

7

群れの中へ

花びらがひとつ

背中合わせの

その手で

闇に落ちてく

このカラダならば

蝕まれたい

何度も

私を汚して

闇に落ちてく

このカラダならば

http://www.evesta.jp/lyric/artists/a1551/lyrics/l39813.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bp6PyuKyTt8
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蝕まれたい
私を汚して

あなたの愛で

その手で

その手で

Content of the lyrics is a temporary topic: the desire to suppress the performance of
clustered thick. Ken Hirai as a man, but to the pitch and almost feminine vocals of
women to interpret the theme of repressed desire, for this song is a big tension. This
song is a breakthrough in gender focus: Ken Hirai in Japan, the patriarchal power to
the identity idol singers, singing "tarnish me with these hands, with these hands," this
naked lyrics, which really unlimited reverie; also because of the controversial nature
of Ken Hirai are to, cause the song and the contradictions of modern male sexuality
on the situation of the association.
But from the lyrics of songs to create the situation, we can see Ken Hirai female point
of view, there is still a patriarchal influence in them. For example, in the lyrics of the
first paragraph "眩しくて見えない 闇に落ちてく" that the Japanese women, not
ethics of love is her own heart in the desire of the (stunning), but in fact it is a sin (the
dark ), in such contradiction to sink; And in the second verse, "この病に名前が あ
れば楽になれる" and "はみ出すことが怖い", "背中合わせの

不安と悦び" also

happens to echo in the Watanabe on the female role, they are pursuing their own
passions emancipation betrayed the family, but then only in such a state, they were
able to face the reality of their own and make for the husband to suppress resistance.
If more than one of its winter in Hong derailed object Kikuji "strong" statement "hate"
the man "(husband's) disregard for the feelings of her own only the physical needs."
Even in modern Japanese society, married women in the community need to be given
full freedom and severe husband bound by its own double standard monitors, in fact
he could find: the seventh century AD, when Japan began to "Taika Reforms"
movement , that is, the introduction of the various systems of the Tang Dynasty of
China, Japan, such as the household as a unit, each household headed by the entropy
of a long succession of the status of men by the head of the household to manage the
family's property, their children to the marriage. Since then, the woman must obey the
head of household is father and brother, her husband's command, no longer have
autonomy. Furthermore, because it came from China by the Buddhist culture and the
Confucian culture, that women have the "five barriers", that is: oneself of anxiety,
karma, health impaired, French barrier, known barrier. In fact this concept is "the only
woman and the villain is also difficult to support" a replica of a woman must obey
men, listen to the mercy of the theoretical basis for men and that women even practice,
it is difficult to access Buddha. In addition, the Chinese feudal culture in Japan, "three
from the four virtues" move over, and the "parents are arranged" moved here, and also
to the seven cases can be "a wife", "7" moved over the . In this way, Japanese women
have been completely reduced to the existence of subordinate males. This situation
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can also be from the lyrics in the "いつか滅び逝く
い あなたの愛で".

このカラダならば、まれた

However, Ken Hirai lyrics are still inside the body to reverse the autonomy of
women, or it can be said that he liberated may belong to suppress their own desires.
For example, in the first paragraph of the lyrics in the chorus that "with these hands,
defiled me; repeated, destroy me." To the second paragraph of the chorus, the reverse
shifts the position: "with these hands, stain you; repeated, indulge you," the role of the
bad old male caused by deep-rooted gender discrimination, but also trained a male
rights awareness: responsible, patient suffering, outward mind. But when this doctrine
is moving away burst, and the "new man" in the sense of the rise is like a bubble a
few years ago, a generation of men like the lack of a strong feminist gender
consciousness, gradually there is a crisis, caught in the middle, dashed crisis. They
can not carry out the role of the traditional patriarchal social identity obtained, a first
glance, seem excessive tweaking, the image of emotional leakage from women of all
ages. Lyrics in the final is still to "tarnish me with this hands ..." to find a ultimate
destruction and new. Ken Hirai lyrics lay out this way, apart from literally seen,
projecting itself on the female point of view the arrangements, in fact have some
hidden desires of modern men prevail among them.
In the MV part of, is hanging by director Kang negative, full movie / sex symbol
thing, with the theme song repressed desire, the whole MV light gray are blunt, the
scene in "indoor", so that set the tone for the basic direction. In the beginning of MV
(0'10 ") presents a wall, only a narrow window in the wall to the other side of Ken
Hirai's attitude to peep in the window naked, the formation of two confined space ─
spy and prying eyes. In this if naked as a symbol of lust, then in a confined space is
one of a symbol of repression, on behalf of their own repressed desires. Then the
scene go to the wall on the other side (0'17 ") appear one sitting on the couch The men,
wearing suits, but the body and face things are bound to be similar to the tape: a suit
of the men, the most formal dress, representing the social and moral norms; body was
tied up and can not see any tape of " export "(such as eyes, ears, nose, mouth and
other facial features) also implies a" double binding "─ in the social pressures outside
the inner desire and repression. Then go to an upside down shot of the female (0'22 "),
the same has been imposed on the" double bound "─ package attached to the body
and the face of tight and representatives of the vest further constraints. However,
upside down the meaning of gestures shows why? Based on Tarot (tarot) in the
"upside down man" (The Hanged Man) meaning of the card face, hung upside down
symbolizes the dedication and wait, and at the expense of lives, but also implies that
in this song, women ultimate goal is to destroy, and to echo the novel and the movie
ending. And suits for women, men, face to face time (0'49 "and 4'06") but see each
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other (they both kept their eyes) the ceiling on women and men do not touch each
other, this is a "presence" dialectic. Woman of the man can not be confirmed by the
senses, so she really is an entity or virtual shadow? The two are in the same space but
never showed a parallel state, is another great irony of the stage effects. Men and
women is that the confined space, rotation, movement, metaphor passion in human
life, just as the only pool of stagnant water flow factor; the men and women behind
the painting also has its own meaning: The male side of the painting is the flow floods
and oak, while the flood in the Bible, a symbol of lost innocence by sin, so God angry
and down the flood to wash on the ground of corruption, there are two aspects of sin
and the symbolism of purification; Oak in Celtic culture is a symbol of the divine
(David Fontana, 2003:151) can be interpreted as men because they do not bear the
evil ethics must rely on water purification. Women behind the wall picture, only sand
and stone, the concept of the Japanese, the sand symbolizes the time, space rock
symbolizes the constant, in the Japanese garden in such a configuration is very
common and can be interpreted as women ignore abandon their families and moral
constraints, only the emotional attachment to the real heart.， In the final section (4'55
"~ 5'24"), you can see a symbol of clean water to the woman who kept dropping, but
with a piano bass end of the song, women also will collapse, or that as the sign of
death, but in accordance with the novel and a movie to speculate that the female lead
in Hong winter extreme pursuit of the unity of body and soul to seek treatment to kill
her actor Ju, and Ju rule has really done, we can be so said Dong Hong's own sexual
liberation for her move to the destruction, but from another angle, she has also been a
real relief, the culmination of death in the well-being. So if you read the original novel,
and watch the film, again with the MV cross-referencing, would not simply reflect
that the MV Japan Anhei only aesthetic, but the closer the plot and the novel and film,
and the central idea of combining.
V. Conclusion
This article by Ken Hirai's "Elegy" as a starting point to explore the extension of the
original novel "Love in Exile" in the writing of female desire, and the lyrics and the
MV in the female perspective and symbolic. In the original reading, the general reader
will think of feminist supporters Watanabe, but I declare that not the case:
I am envy and fear because of female its great ability to respect.
(Watanabe, 2002)
And Watanabe, I would take the position that "women must rely on male sexual
desire to develop", but in the previous chapter we mentioned, when the female desire
to write and get through after the liberation, just as to create a monster Fokensitan
could no longer control. Watanabe will, therefore trying to change with the seasons
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and the literati style of writing to suppress the outbreak of the flesh, but inevitable,
Watanabe eventually lead to their destruction must be a way, was able to end this
never-ending lust release.
Ken Hirai projection itself written in the female perspective, "Elegy", while trying
to demonstrate as close to the central idea of the Novel and Film ─ Love is the
ultimate unity between body and soul, and in order to maintain such a hot, only to die.
在 In Japan this patriarchal society, Ken Hirai, or by belonging to the patriarchal
system of "decoding" the novel is not described in love with the woman on ethical
pursuit of desire as a "disease that has no name" and "down Degradation of darkness ";
with the theme song of the MV is the emphasis on the" repressed desire ", from the
space arrangement, MV in the role of clothing, state, location, very precise expression
of the theme, but the most primitive liberated female sexuality The core idea is not to
see appear in the MV, which also confirmed in Hall's system code and the decoding
mode, misunderstanding or distortion of the text is very normal, even if the same level
in the media system, because the significance of produce The codes used by both
sides is not the same, creating the same text under the three media ─ film, song, MV
each for the original novel, there is the decoding and interpretation of its own way.
In writing this article when I was deeply attracted to feminist theory, but due to time
Cipian compact, do not go to the movies and songs of the music content analysis be
fleshed out, deep regret, expect Time again to join both of, so that more satisfactory
discussion of this article.
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課堂成績證明
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四、田野工作概況
田野工作是筆者在印尼除了短期進修以外的另一主要目的，此次田野工作主
要是為筆者之碩士論文《傳承、重建與接軌─中爪哇宮廷舞蹈貝多優之音樂文化
探討》進行相關之田野調查與訪談，而筆者主要田野調查的地點為日惹宮廷以及
日惹印尼藝術大學。並對一些相關人士進行訪談。
日惹宮廷之田野工作
在日惹宮廷筆者主要於宮廷附設之圖書館收集文獻以及譜例，並訪談對宮廷
活動與歷史有相當深入了解的圖書館管理人 Widya Winot 先生。而日惹宮廷在每
週四及週日都會有古典舞蹈的表演活動，大部分是由宮廷舞者與印尼藝術大學舞
蹈系的學生擔任演出。
由於貝多優賽曼的樂譜和舞譜都屬於宮廷的蒲薩卡(pusaka，神聖遺產之
意)，必須在特定的時間才能閱讀，此特定時間通常為爪哇曆的 selasa-kliwon 或
是 ju’mat -kliwon9，但一個月中大約只有 2~3 天會剛好遇到這些時間，因此大多
數的時間筆者僅能閱讀貝多優賽曼的翻譯稿與複製品，但筆者在訪談 Widya
Winot 先生的過程中也得知，目前日惹宮廷對於蒲薩卡的保存態度是相當開放
的，原因是 1945 年日惹宮廷蘇丹王哈孟庫布瓦納九世提出「王國屬於人民」(Tahta
Untuk Rakyak)的口號，而宮廷也希望有更多的學者(不限於印尼學者)來幫助他們
研究宮廷所保存的文獻，因此原則上只要得到了學校、政府或宮廷方面的允許，
任何人都可以閱讀或複製宮廷所保存的文獻，這一點和梭羅(Surakarta, solo)宮廷
的作法是截然不同的，但相對的日惹宮廷在蒲薩卡的保存狀態上就不如梭羅宮廷
了10。
印尼藝術大學之田野工作
在印尼藝術大學筆者主要在舞蹈系(jurusan tari)與卡拉維坦系(jurusan
karawitan)進行田野工作，訪談數位教師，其中包括目前仍任職於宮廷擔任舞者
指導的 T. Suhati 女士，她同時也是使貝多優賽曼重新在日惹宮廷演出的重要推手
與主導者，但 Suhati 女士同時也透露，目前貝多優賽曼已不像從前或是像梭羅宮
廷的貝多優克塔望是每年於固定時間演出，而是必須等待蘇丹的指示才會開始進
行貝多優賽曼的排練與演出，另外由於貝多優賽曼對於日惹宮廷而言實為最具神
聖性的儀式舞蹈，因此伴隨著諸多的禁忌。隨著時代變遷，這些禁忌仍為宮庭樂
師與舞者們所恐懼並深怕觸犯，但也造成了貝多優賽曼難以演出的阻礙之一。在
西元 2002 年蘇丹哈孟庫部瓦納十世(Hamangku buwono X)登基十四周年紀念日
9

Kliwon 這個名稱來自於爪哇曆中對日子的稱呼，通常五天為一循環，在爪哇文化中認為 kliwon
在星期二(selasa)或是星期五(jumat)是擁有神聖力量的日子。
10
梭羅宮廷嚴禁一般人碰觸與閱讀蒲薩卡文獻，必須由宮廷內部的人取出，而閱讀時也會有宮
廷人士在旁監視，在梭羅宮廷的蒲薩卡文獻受到妥善的保存(以特製的紙盒包裹並深鎖於櫃子
中)，但在日惹宮廷的蒲薩卡文獻僅放置於櫃子中，大部分的文獻都有受損造成辨識及閱讀不易
的狀況。
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演出之後就再也未曾於皇室場合中演出過。目前大多以專為蘇丹編寫之貝多優哈
卓諾維卓優(Bedhaya Harjunowijoyo)11來代替。
五、計畫成果自評
此次能得到南島研究計畫辦公室的協助至國立日惹印尼藝術大學進行短期
研修，對於筆者而言實在是獲益良多，相信對於有心從事南島研究的碩博士生也
是如此，筆者在此誠摯的感謝南島研究計畫辦公室。
筆者在日惹印尼藝術大學雖然只有短暫的進修二個學期，但也是筆者在求學
生涯中非常充實豐富的一段時間。雖然在剛開始的幾個月由於語言能力不足和文
化與生活環境上的不適應而感到吃力與沮喪，但也讓筆者深刻感受到印尼朋友們
的熱心與純真；而老師們的體諒與協助也讓筆者能夠很快的跟上課程進度。在印
尼藝術大學事實上各種軟硬體設備都比不上台灣的快速、先進與便利，所有的資
料都必須靠自己一點一滴的累積，以及不斷的詢問、尋找及等待，同時也讓筆者
深刻的體驗到田野工作的不易，但是所獲得的成果卻是彌足珍貴的。
在學校課程方面，雖然有部分的課程內容是筆者在台灣已經接觸過的(如人
類學及文化理論等等)，但因為課堂中完全以印尼文授課，且老師們都盡量以印
尼文化來闡釋這些理論，因此筆者並不會有重複學習的感覺，反而能從更多的角
度來思考自己學習過的理論和調整自己的學習態度。另外在日惹印尼藝術大學，
主要的強項仍然是在於藝術創作與展演，理論對學生而言僅僅是輔助說明作品的
方式之一，但學生們對於理論的學習十分熱衷，筆者許多在碩士班的同學雖然和
筆者同樣主修民族音樂學，但同時他們也擁有精湛的演奏技術，而且能演奏許多
不同地方的樂器與樂種。這部分與台灣學習民族音樂學的學生是不太相同的。
最後筆者感到頗為惋惜的一點是，由於計畫案的緣故因此僅有一年的修業期
限，正當自己稍微開始感覺已經逐漸融入當地生活和學習時，便不得不暫且打住
返回台灣，但也因此筆者對於印尼文化的研究又有了更大的興趣，希望在接下來
的學習階段能夠繼續延續下去，並到更多不同的區域學習與研究當地的音樂文
化。

11

Harjunowijoyo 為爪哇文，其實這是蘇丹哈孟庫部瓦納十世的小名，因此此舞蹈也可說是“貝
多優蘇丹”，亦即專為蘇丹王演出的貝多優舞蹈。
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六、相關照片

圖 2：日惹印尼藝術大學(大學部)大門

圖 3：每年於印尼藝術大學碩博士班舉辦之“gila sehari”，
為學生們進行藝術交流與同樂之日
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圖 4：創作組之期末音樂會(左一為筆者)

圖 5：於“Dialog: proses dan prospek”座談會中擔任示範演奏

圖 6：與印尼藝術大學民族音樂學系與音樂系學生共同演出加里曼丹傳統音樂“rijok”
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圖 7：於印尼藝術大學舞蹈系協助發表學生期末創作《扇子》

圖 8：與碩士班同學一同至 Aman Jiwo 飯店演出

圖 9：至宮廷進行田野工作，此為宮廷古典舞蹈 srimpi
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圖 10：田野工作─貝多優賽曼之翻譯手稿，攝於宮廷圖書館內

圖 11：文化理論課進行期末口頭報告
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圖 12：參與 Wayang ukur 之演出

圖 13：日惹宮廷每年一度祭祀伊斯蘭先知穆罕默德知賽卡蒂(Sekaten)儀式

圖 14：爪哇傳統神話中由琪都皇后(ratu kidul)所掌管之南海 Parangtritis，位於日惹最南端
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圖 15：與印尼藝術大學民族音樂學系師生至 kaliulang 演出

圖 16：田野工作─貝多優哈卓諾維卓優(Bedhaya Harjunowijoyo)之排練

圖 17：至 semalang 參觀庫塔倫賓(kuda lumping)之演出
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圖 18：至噶迦瑪達大學(Gadjah Mada University)參與
“To solve social problem through art and cultural activities”研討會

圖 19：田野工作─宮廷排練甘美朗之時間表
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圖 20：於 FKY (Festival Kesenian Yogyakarta )演出

圖 21：與碩士班同學至婆羅浮屠 Borobudur 參觀
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